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Abstract
Organic electronics in its present form has been a fertile ground for scientific research for
over three decades. It has concomitantly constituted a basis for potential breakthrough
technologies including solar cells, ambient lighting and bio-compatible electronics. But
despite substantial advances and the wide commercialization of organic light emitting
diodes (OLEDs), better modeling of the mechanisms underlying the functionality of organic
devices is understood to be still required for the field to be able to materialize its potential.
The study presented in this dissertation has, thus, focused on understanding and modeling
charge transport in organic systems under the premise of the widely employed Gaussian
Disorder Model (GDM) framework. The framework is known to often yield agreement with
experimental results, but its validity and accuracy are still questioned due to the large
number of free parameters it consists. The main objectives of the presented study were,
thus, to deepen current understanding of the charge transport process in organic systems
and concomitantly promote the refinement of the GDM framework.
The first study presented within the dissertation focused on investigating the validity of the
Generalized Einstein Relation (GER) within the GDM framework. Using Monte Carlo
simulations and semi-analytical methodologies the study found that while the GER is valid
when applied in the context of the Drift Diffusion equation (e.g. for experimental analysis),
caution needs be exercised regarding the definitions of the mobility and diffusion coefficient
to which it is applied. Namely, the coefficient definitions depend on the context in which
they are used, rendering the ratio between them dependent on the context as well.
The dissertation’s second study aimed on providing a detailed and comprehensive
description of the transport process as it is manifested in energy space. The study
additionally provided new insight regarding the widely employed transport energy concept.
Here, it was found that the concept corresponds in effect to two quantitatively different
physical entities. The first, the energy through which most of the current in the system flows
corresponding to the system thermoelectric properties. The second, the energy to which
carriers hop in the rate-limiting-step of the transport process, corresponding to the system
conductive properties.
Utilizing the knowledge gained by the preceding study, the third and forth studies presented
in this dissertation have focused on quantifying the thermoelectric properties arising from
1

the GDM framework under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions, respectively. The
potential new insight and knowledge of the charge transport process residing in
implementing combined transport and thermoelectric studies are explored in both studies.
The dissertation’s final study focused on exploring the influence of explicitly accounting for
polymer-chain morphology and rapid on-polymer-chain charge propagation within the GDM
framework. The study’s main findings show that a combined presence of several polymer
related morphological attributes in concurrence with low energetic disorder can lead to
enhancement of the system mobility, thus, corresponding to recently experientially
discovered ‘high mobility’ materials. The study concomitantly predicts that such ‘high
mobility’ materials, will be prone to exhibit mobility field dependences, more negatively
inclined than those exhibited by ‘standard materials’.
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Abbreviations and Notations
OLED
OPV
OFET
n , E j

Organic Light Emitting Diode
Organic Photovoltaic Cell
Organic Field Effect Transistor
Molecular orbital energies

an† , an

Molecular orbital state creation and annihilation operators



Plank’s constant
Lattice or molecular vibrations’ frequency

b , b

Lattice or molecular vibrations’ creation and annihilation operators

J nm
g n , f nm

Transfer integral between an nth and mth molecular orbitals

 n
 J nm
GDM
DOS

f i (t )

The transition rate between carrier states i and j
The hopping attempt rate coefficient

Wij

o
,

Dimensionless constants representing the electron-phonon coupling
in the system
Energetic shift in the system’s nth orbital due to the static energetic
disorder
Shift in transfer integral between an nth and mth molecular orbitals
due to the static spatial disorder in the system
Gaussian Disorder Model
Density of States
The probability for occupancy by a charge carrier in state i

1
b

Carrier inverse localization length

rij , Rij , a( Ei , E j )

Effective distance between states i and j

T

KB

Lattice temperature
Boltzmann's constant

Ea

Polaron activation energy

MCS

Monte Carlo Simulations
Density of states function
Density of states function standard deviation
Number of states per unit volume in a given system

g (E)
 ,

N0

 ij

x

X
t
F
D



Randomly drawn hopping time interval
Number randomly generated in the interval [0,1]
Average carrier displacement in the direction of the field
Simulation time interval
Applied Field
Carrier diffusion coefficient
Carrier mobility (depending on context)
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Carrier quasi-chemical potential (depending on context)


J tot

q

J E

Peltier coefficient
Total current density
Carrier charge
Energy dependent current density

n
f  E, EF 

Carrier density
Fermi-Dirac distribution

EF

Fermi level
Seebeck coefficient
Electrochemical drop within a system
Temperature drop within a system
Effective hopping rate between any two sites i and j in an
effective medium
Site occupation probability in an effective medium

S

V

T
We
f0

T0
Et

Exponential DOS characterizing temperature

v
EMA

Carrier velocity
Effective Medium Approximation
Hopping rates between sites in the direction of the field
Hopping rates between sites against the direction of the field
Generalized Einstein Relation
Normalized DOS standard deviation
Common target energy

We 
We 

GER
ˆ

Ect

Transport energy

Ptot  E0  E 

Probability of a carrier to hop from origin site energy E0 to target



site energy E .
Dirac’s delta function
Probability for a randomly selected site to have energy below E

pE

NN
NNN
 mn

 E
 tot
a

M  rij 

Nearest neighbor
Next nearest neighbor
Kronecker’s delta
Energy dependent conductivity
Total conductivity
Average distance between nearest neighboring sites
Weight function for energetic disorder correlation creation

CGDM

Cutoff radius for energetic disorder correlation creation
Parameter defining the off-diagonal disorder magnitude
Correlated GDM

EQCP,  Eff

Effective quasi-chemical potential

K



D E
OD

Distance propagated by carriers as a function of energy
Occupation distribution
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LC
PX , PY , PZ
L
LC
Etotal

Einter
Eintra

N
tint ra chain

tint er chain
Teff

Polymer chains’ lattice filling factor
Lattice configuration
Average polymer-chain-segments’ projections on a system’s axes
Polymer-chain-segments’ length
Polymer-conjugation-segments’ length
Change in a LC’s energy due a Slithering Snake algorithm step
Energetic contributions associated with interfaces between sites
affiliated with different polymer-chain-segments
Energetic contributions associated with interfaces between sites
affiliated with the same polymer-chain-segment
Lattice configuration base lattice edge length
Transfer integral between sequential sites on a polymer-chainsegment
Transfer integral corresponding to nearest neighboring sites
corresponding to different polymer-chain-segments
Carrier effective temperature
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Part I - Background
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Brief History
Academic research of charge transport in organic materials dates back to the late 1940s
when the semiconducting nature of organic crystals and their photoconductivity were first
studied

1–3

. The field has gone since through several phases and has been subject to

tremendous progress. One of the major advancements of the field occurred in the 1970s
through the incorporation of organic solids as active elements within a large industrial scale
1,4

. Organic photoconductors began to steadily replace amorphous-selenium and

amorphous-silicon photoreceptors in electro-photographic devices like photocopiers and
printers due to their material variety, low cost, mechanical flexibility and environmental
safety 5,6. During the same period another major advancement which has set the foundation
for organic electronics’ present phase, was made. It subsequently led to the Noble prize in
chemistry being granted to Alan J. Heeger, Hideki Shirakawa and Alan MacDiarmid. The
advancement was based on the discovery of the ability to make polymer films into highly
conductive materials through chemical doping 7,8.
After the discovery by Heeger and collaborators considerable work still remained, however,
to stabilize organic doped materials for them to be deemed as potential for
commercialization beyond their traditional aforementioned use
9

4,5,9

But by the late 1980s

considerable industrial interest in organic semiconductors had already surged due to the
demonstration of high-performance electroluminescent devices (organic LEDs) made of
multi-layers of vacuum-sublimed dye films at Eastman Kodak
transistors made from Polythiophene

11

10

. Reports of field-effect

and small conjugated oligomers

12

, and the

discovery of electroluminescence from conjugated polymer-based diodes at Cambridge
University 13 have set the field into the wide and fast expanding phase it has maintained to
present.

1.2 Why organics?
1.2.1 The advantages of organic semiconductors
Organic materials have been traditionally used as structural materials due to their strength,
light weight, mechanical flexibility, ease of chemical modification and low cost processability
at low temperatures. In addition to the above properties organic semiconductors have been
known to also hold the advantages of being optically tunable and having a wide range of
absorption spectrum. It is due to their possession of the special combination of the above
attributes (in contrast with their traditional inorganic counterparts) that organic
semiconductors are deemed attractive for a wide range of applications 5,7. Additionally and
on different footing, organic semiconductors also hold the important advantage of being
bio-compatible 14,15, making them better candidates for hybrid bio-electronic applications. A
final major advantage of organic materials is the huge chemical space of possible organic
molecules that can be synthesized, consisting of billions of molecules. This in turn
constitutes the potential for the design and discovery of materials with ever increasing
varying characteristics which can be utilized for wide varieties of novel applications.
In the realm of low cost electronics, which constitute particular interest of this study,
organic polymers have especially been found to have distinct advantages 9. Thin films of
polymeric materials have been found to be generally smooth and uniform, enabling good
control over their large scale morphological characteristics. In addition, the rheological
properties of polymer-based solutions have been found to be efficiently controlled as well,
thus, making them highly suitable for printing manufacturing techniques. Finally, polymer
films are not susceptible to interlayer diffusion during commonly utilized device fabrication
10

techniques and typically exhibit robust mechanical properties, making their use potentially
compatible with roll-to-roll fabrication on flexible substrates 9.

1.2.2 Technological applications
Since their emergence as potential materials for optoelectronics applications, organic
semiconductors have been incorporated in light emitting diodes (OLEDs)16,17, photo voltaic
cells (OPVs)

18,19

, field effect transistors (OFETs)

20

, chemical sensors

21

, and bio-electronic

devices 22. To date OLED technology has been the field’s predominantly most commercially
successful technological application. It is presently abundantly found in smart-phone
displays, in recent years has been increasingly been utilized for high-end large displays and
ambient lighting, and is being incorporated in the development of electronic-paper.
Illustrations of the main organic electronic technological avenues which have been
predominantly pursued to present are presented in Figure 1.1.

Display Technology

Efficient & Esthetic Lighting
Flexible Electronics

Organic
Electronics

Low Cost
Electronics

Biocompatible
Devices
Credit: Peter Allen, UCSB

Figure 1.1: Illustrations of the predominant organic electronic technological avenues that have been
pursued to present.

For the sake of completeness, the recent discovery

23

of highly efficient hybrid organic-

inorganic Perovskite solar cells need be mentioned as well. Emerging from the field of
11

research of dye-sensitized solar cells 24, Perovskite solar cells have yielded capabilities with
no precedent for solution based devices (over 15% efficiencies). Perovskite solar cell
technology, which some of its variants incorporate organic semiconductors, is deemed to be
dominant in the realm of clean energy in the coming decade.

1.3 Challenges
As described, the field of organic electronics consists of a wide variety of potential
applications spanning from smart-phone displays to highly complex bio-electronic systems.
However, for it to fulfill its potential much knowledge and understanding regarding the
processes and phenomena underlying the functionality of organic electronic devices needs
to be attained.

Device simulations (e.g.
finite element simulations).

Transport simulations (e.g.
Monte Carlo simulations).
Film morphology calculations
(e.g. molecular dynamics).

Electronic Structure and polymer morphology
calculations (e.g. DFT, Molecular dynamics).

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the multi-scaled nature of a polymer film based field effect transistor.
Modeling such a device requires calculating the system’s polymer morphology, the concomitant
system electronic structure as well as the implementation of device simulations which are often
based on finite element methods 25,26.

12

The field’s major challenges are, thus, posed by first, its inter-disciplinary nature, demanding
research methodologies spanning from electrical engineering and physics through material
science, chemistry and even biology. Second, the properties and functionality of organic
devices often arise from varieties of multi-scaled phenomena, encompassing multitudes of
interplaying effects and processes as exemplified in Figure 1.2. Modeling of organic devices,
thus, requires the sophisticated seaming of different computational tools, each focusing

Figure 1.3: Modeling organic electronic devices requires seaming of different computational tools,
each focusing on different lengths scales and time scales within the system.

on different lengths scales and time scales within the system (as illustrated in Figure 1.3).
Figure 1.2 illustrates this point through considering the modeling of an organic polymer
transistor. As exemplified in the figure, modeling an organic polymer transistor requires
computing the polymer morphology and the concomitant system electronic structure as
these arise from the polymer chemical structure and the interplay between the polymers in
the system. Subsequently, the computation of such a device’s functionality requires also
accounting for phenomena occurring on the mesoscopic scale (e.g. charge transport) and
the macroscopic scale (e.g. the charge and electric field distributions in the device), thus,
rendering the modeling of an entire device from the bottom up a highly complex procedure.
13

Organic electronic devices’ intricate multi-scaled structure is a source for perhaps the field’s
greatest challenge:

the susceptibility for significant shift in device functionality due to

changes in any of the device’s large number of degrees of freedom. Achieving robust control
capabilities of device design and device processing is, hence, of major importance for the
field to attain significant technological breakthroughs. Obtaining detailed and accurate
modeling capabilities of organic devices from their components’ chemical structure to their
full device architecture seems in the long run to constitute a pre-request for these
objectives to be materialized.

1.4 Charge transport in organic semiconductors
1.4.1 Electronic states
One of the main physical processes occurring in organic electronic devices and which
constitutes the subject of this dissertation is that of charge transport. Discerning charge
transport in organic semiconductors, as illustrated in the section above, requires knowledge
regarding the electronic structure of the studied system. Unlike their inorganic
counterparts, crystalline organic semiconductors, amorphous organic films, and organic
polymer films are composed of molecular subunits (rather than atomic subunits)
predominantly composed of hydrogen and carbon atoms. The strong bonds that form the
molecular backbones of the subunits arise from Sp2 hybridized atomic orbitals of adjacent
carbon atoms that overlap and which lead to what are known as the molecular σ and σ*
orbitals (Figure 1.4). The remaining atomic Pz orbitals which overlap to a lesser degree, form
the resulting molecular π and π* orbitals which constitute the molecular subunits’ frontier
orbitals. The ground state of each molecule is characterized by all orbitals up to the highest
occupied molecular orbital (the HOMO) being filled while the orbitals from the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) onwards being empty 4 . An example of the chemical
structure of an organic semiconductor’s molecular unit is shown in Figure 1.4 for the simple
molecule of Ethylene. Figure 1.5 illustrates the chemical structure of several molecules
commonly used in organic field effect transistors 9.

14

Figure 1.4: Example of the formation of σ and π bonds in the small organic molecule of Ethylene
(Top). (a) The bonds formed for each of the Carbon atoms in the molecule. The two Carbon atoms
share the sigma bond with each other and each shares two hybridized Sp2-S bonds with its 2
neighboring Hydrogen atoms. (b) The π orbitals formed by the hybridization of the overlapping
Carbon atoms Pz orbitals. [Pictures taken from Socratic.org.]

While the electronic structure of organic semiconductors is determined by the individual
molecular units’ electronic structure, as illustrated in Figure 1.4, it is concomitantly
substantially determined by the material’s morphology and the extent of energetic or
spatial disorder within it. Since the forces between the molecular subunits in organic
semiconductors are predominantly weak Wander Waals forces, the electronic coupling
between them is subsequently substantially weaker than that found in crystalline inorganic
semiconductors. Organic semiconductors are, thus, more prone to and affected by disorder
which in turn leads often to the localization or partial localization of their electronic wave
functions. In other cases where near perfect crystallinity is achieved, low band mobility
values in comparison with those obtained for inorganic crystalline semiconductors are found
due to the weak electronic coupling between the molecular subunits in the system.

15

Figure 1.5: Chemical structure of several commonly utilized polymer composites of p channel
organic field effect transistors 9.

1.4.2 Organic semiconductor- A simplified general one electron Hamiltonian
To attain basic understanding of the predominant types of transport regimes which can
exist in organic semiconductors, it is constructive to observe a simplified one electron
Hamiltonian representation of the system, Eqs. (1.1-1.6). Using this representation, the
predominant types of transport regimes in the system can be classified according to the
relations between the Hamiltonian’s parameter values. The present section follows refs.

2,4

in which more elaborate discussions of the topic can be found.
Eqs. (1.1.-1.6) thus present a simplified one electron Hamiltonian representation of an
organic semiconductor:

H  H0  H1  H 2  H3  H 4

1.1

1

H 0    n an† an     bb  
2

n


1.2

where,

16

is the term corresponding to electronic (left) and vibronic excitations (right) in the system
respectively,
H1   J nm an†am

1.3

nm

is the electron transfer term,

H 2   gn2  an†an  b  b 


1.4

n

is the dynamic energetic disorder term,

H 3   f nm2   an†am  b  b 

1.5

nm 

is the dynamic spatial disorder term and

H 4    n an†an    J nm an†am
n

1.6

nm

is the static energetic and spatial disorder term.
†

In Eqs. (1.1-1.6), an and

an

are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively, of an

electron at the molecular orbital n which energy (with the exclusion of static energetic
disorder) is

 n .  n

correspondingly represents the energetic shift in the system’s nth
†

orbital due to the static energetic disorder. bn and

bn

are the creation and annihilation

operators of the vibrational mode  which corresponds to a vibrational energy of

J nm

is the transfer integral between the nth and mth orbitals and

the static spatial disorder in the system. Finally,

g n

and

f nm

 J nm

 .

is its shift due to

are dimensionless constants

representing the electron-phonon coupling in the system.
Observing the different Hamiltonian terms in Eqs. (1.2-1.6),

H0

can be seen to contain the

entire energy in the system corresponding to electronic and vibrational excitations,
17

however, excluding the interaction between the two types of excitations. The transfer of an
electron from site m to site n in turn can be seen to be enabled via the electronic coupling
between the system’s molecular orbitals depicted in

H1 .

The electronic-vibrational

interactions (both intra or inter molecular vibrations) are depicted in

H2

H2

and

H3

where in

it is the energies of electronic orbitals that are altered by the interaction with the lattice

vibrations, whereas in

H3

it is the transfer integral values corresponding to the coupling

H4

between orbitals that are altered. Finally,

represents the variability of site energies and

the system transfer integral values due to static structural disorder and inhomogeneous
distributions of charge and dipole moments within the system.
Examining the Hamiltonian, depending on the relative magnitudes of its parameters, several
distinct modes of charge transport can be identified. The first is that of band transport. It
arises when the transfer integrals between neighboring electronic sites in the system

J nn1

are considerably larger than all the other parameters in the Hamiltonian. Here, charge
carriers are delocalized and form propagating Bloch waves, perturbed by dynamic lattice
vibrations. A second mode, that of polaron transport, will prevail provided that
are significantly larger than

H1

and

H4 .

H2

and

H3

Namely, in this mode electronic excitations are

highly coupled to the system's lattice vibrations and thus are localized. Charge in this mode
is, hence, propagated through lattice vibration assisted charge transfer events, occurring
between the localized carrier states. A final distinct mode arising from Eqs. (1.1-1.6) is that
of disorder dominated transport. Here, it is

H 4 that substantially transcends the other terms

in Eq. (1.1), thereby giving rise to the localization of charge carriers in the system via
Anderson localization

27,28

. Carrier propagation in this mode also occurs via thermally

assisted charge transfer (otherwise known as hopping) between the system’s localized
electronic orbitals. Namely,

H2

and

H3

are treated as perturbations, and it is the electron-

vibration coupling which they account for that enables charges to transfer from one orbital
to another (i.e.

H 2 and H 3 provide the ‘thermal assistance’).

18

1.4.3 Transport in solution based organic semiconductors
From the modes of transport described above the research conducted within the premise of
this dissertation has focused on those characterized by thermally assisted charge transfer,
namely those dominated by polarons and disorder. Underlying this choice is the interest in
systems which correspond to low-cost device processing - one of organic electronics’ most
distinct advantages over its traditional inorganic counterpart. Since organic semiconductors
deposited through solution casting (the main and commonly used processing procedure for
low-cost devices) usually incorporate substantial disorder within them, it is thermally
assisted transport that constitutes the dominant form of transport within them.

1.5 The Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM)
Perhaps the most prominent framework for modeling charge transport in disordered
organic semiconductors has been put forward by Bassler and co-workers

29

. It is often

referred to in the literature as the Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM) and its variants.
Stemming from Mott’s variable range hopping theory
30,31

27

and Miller and Abrahams’ model

for low temperature charge transport through the impurity bands of inorganic

semiconductors, the GDM constitutes a coarse grained representation of charge transport
in organic semiconductors (as illustrated in Figure 1.6). Since its initial formulation, the GDM
has been widely studied and extended by numerous authors 32–36. In turn the framework has
often enabled the attainment of model-experiment agreement (albeit facilitated by a
substantial number of free parameters) and has, hence, been widely implemented for
device analysis and design.
Within the multi-scale modeling scheme discussed in section 1.3, the GDM constitutes the
framework corresponding to the system’s mesoscopic scale. As such, the GDM’s main
utilization has been, in the context of device design and analysis, computing the field
temperature
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, carrier density

36

and time

29

38

,

dependences of systems’ carrier diffusion

coefficient and mobility. These in turn have been extensively incorporated within the DriftDiffusion equation which along with the Poisson equation have been used as the primary
device modeling tool within the field 20,40 (in similarity with modeling methodology used for
inorganic semiconductor based devices).
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Figure 1.6: The GDM framework constitutes a coarse grained representation of charge transport in
organic semiconductors. Within a multi-scale modeling scheme, discussed in section 1.3, the GDM
framework corresponds to the schemes mesoscopic scale. Left: Polymer film representation taken
from a molecular dynamic simulation 37. Right: Schematic representation of localized electronic
states within the coarse grained GDM 25.

The GDM model can be formulated using a Master equation approach, where the studied
medium resides on an array of N localized sites. Each site in the system is assigned an
energy drawn randomly from a predefined density of states (DOS) function. The DOS is
often taken to be of the form of a Gaussian

25,29,41,42

(in contradistinction with the original

Mott model 27 in which the DOS is constant in energy), but regardless of its explicit form is
characterized by a rapidly decaying tail (such as that of an exponential function)

42,43

. To

account for the energetic disorder arising from inhomogeneous dipole moment
distributions in the system,

later variants of the GDM have also introduced spatial

correlations to the system energetic disorder 32,33.
In writing the system master equation, each site in the system is labeled by an integer
where the probability for occupancy by a charge carrier in site i is denoted by f i (t ) . Double
occupancy of a site is forbidden due to the associated high Coulomb interaction energy, and
the spin degree of freedom of carriers is ignored. Thus, the master equation of the
described system may take the following form:
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fi (t )  Wij fi (t ) 1  f j (t )   W ji f j (t ) 1  fi (t )
t
j i
j i

1.7 

where Wij is the transition rate from sites i to j.
The transition rates Wij within the GDM are determined via the expressions Eqs. (1.8,1.9).
Eq. (1.8) corresponds to single phonon induced chare hopping events and was originally
devised by Miller and Abrahams

30,31

for the problem of carrier propagation at low

temperatures within the impurity bands of inorganic semiconductors. The formulation has
been deemed as a reasonable approximation for organic semiconductors given that the
coupling between neighboring electronic states in these systems are relatively small and the
coupling to the lattice vibrations are assumed (sometimes incorrectly) to be treatable as
perturbations to the system Hamiltonian (as is the case within the original system for which
the formulation was devised). To account for polaronic effects suspected to play an
important role in at some organic systems (given a strong electron-vibration coupling in
these systems), later variations of the GDM have approximated the carrier transitions Wij
using Marcus Theory, Eq. (1.9) 34,44.
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In Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) which express the hopping rates between site i and site j , Ei and

E j represent the site energies, rij the effective distance between the sites and K B
Boltzmann's constant.  0 in Eq. (1.8) represents the hopping attempt rate coefficient and

Ea in Eq. (1.9) represents the polaron activation energy. The transfer integral J connecting





sites i and j , appearing in Eq. (1.9), was taken to be J  J 0 exp 2 rij where
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 , also

appearing in Eq. (1.8), is the carrier inverse localization length and J 0 is a constant
prefactor.
The approximate origin of Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) should be noted. Indeed, the exact nature of
charge transfer in organic systems has become recently a matter of active research
Thus, explicit accounts for the system phonon (vibrational) DOS

46

45–47

.

, and the explicit system

electronic structure (e.g. the extent of electron delocalization in the system) as obtained
from DFT calculations have been utilized in this context
by Troisi and co-workers

50

26,46–49

. A recent work put forward

has also explored directly the development of a formulation to

compute the charge transfer rates for which Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) constitute limiting cases.
While for a certain parameter range (e.g. certain energy scales and time scales), differences
between the rates calculated in ref.

50

and those of Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) were found, the

influence of these (which are often small) differences on the entire transport process are
still unclear and may very well be not too dramatic.

Deeper understanding and

quantification of the carrier transition rates and their influence on the entire transport
process, nevertheless, are expected to be important topics of investigation in the near
future.
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Chapter 2 – Methods
As elaborated in the previous chapter, the GDM framework constitutes perhaps the most
prominent

theoretical

framework

for

charge

transport

in

disordered

organic

semiconductors. The extraction of meaningful physical information (e.g. the system carrier
mobility and diffusion coefficient) from the GDM framework requires means for their
calculation, be them analytical or numerical. To this end, Monte Carlo simulations (MCS)
have proved particularly useful and have been the central tool for the attainment of
accurate results. Analytical approximations on the other hand have also been devised and
employed, particularly due to their ability to provide meaningful insight and importantly
from an engineering perspective, fast and efficient means for computing system properties.
In the following sections we describe the main methods employed and investigated under
the premise of this study.

2.1 Monte Carlo Simulations
2.1.1 Advantages and application
As outlined above, Monte Carlo simulations are a primary tool for extracting physical
information corresponding to the charge transport process in disordered organic
semiconductors under the premise of the GDM framework

25,29,51

. MCS possess several

distinct advantages. These include flexibility in incorporating varieties of different system
aspects (e.g. device contacts, dipole distributions within the system, etc.). Given their
conceptual resemblance to real experiments, MCS additionally enable intuitive and
insightful understanding of the studied system by allowing direct ‘measurement’ of system
variables and process which cannot be measured directly in real experiments.
In the course of this study, MCS were manifested by the implementation of standard
algorithms commonly used in the field

29,52,53

. Simulations were implemented on three

dimensional cubic lattices for which periodic boundary conditions were defined. Each site in
24

these lattices represented a localized electronic state and was assigned an energy drawn
randomly from the system pre-assigned DOS which for concreteness was taken in most of
the studied cases to be in the form of a Gaussian,
g ( E )  N0

where in Eq. (2.1)

 E2

1
2

2

e 2

2

 2.1

 represents the DOS standard deviation and N 0 the number of states

per unit volume in the system. Charge carrier propagation in the lattice occurred via
stochastic hopping events, where the average hopping rates Wij

between sites were

determined via either the Miller-Abrahams (Eq. (1.8)) or Marcus theory (Eq. (1.9)) transition
rates. Occupancy of a single site by more than one charge carrier was prohibited due to the
large Coulomb repulsion between two closely placed carriers.
Simulation procedure was run as follows. Initially, charge carriers were placed randomly in
the simulation lattice. Each carrier was then assigned a hopping event consisting of a target
site destination and a scheduled simulation time. The assigning of a hopping event’s time
and destination were done by drawing random dwell times via Eq. (2.2) for the event origin
site closest neighboring sites and selecting the site which corresponded to the shortest
drawn dwell time.

 ij  

1
ln  x 
Wij

 2.2 

Here, x is a number randomly generated in the interval [0,1]. Upon assigning hopping
events to all carriers in the simulation, events were placed in a simulation event queue in
order of their assigned times. To save computational time, the queue was arranged in the
form of a heap which was updated after every event in the simulation. Every simulation step
consisted of an attempt to execute the event with the earliest time in the queue and
progression of the simulation time to the event’s pre-assigned time. If executable (i.e. the
event’s target site was vacant), the event was executed, the carrier was assigned a new
event in accordance with the procedure described above and the newly assigned event was
placed in the queue. Alternatively, if the event was not executable, the carrier was allowed
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to remain in its place and was assigned a new event which was correspondingly in turn
placed in the events’ queue.

1. Carriers are randomly placed in the
simulations lattice.
2. Each carrier is assigned an event – events
are placed in to a queue in accordance
with their scheduled simulation time.
3. First event in the queue is executed if
possible, otherwise the corresponding
carrier’s location is left unchanged.

4. The carrier from step 3. is assigned a
new event time and destination and
placed in the events’ queue. Simulation
returns to step 3.

Figure 2.1: Monte Carlo transport simulations’ core algorithm.

As the simulation algorithm described above and summarized in Figure 2.1 is implemented,
carrier propagation in simulation space can be followed. Subsequently, the influence of
different system variables such as the degree of disorder, temperature, magnitude of
applied field, and carrier density on different carrier transport properties can be
investigated. Thus, for example, when an electrical potential gradient is applied to the
system, the carriers' average velocity in the direction of the driving force can be measured,
and the mobility of the carriers can be obtained through Eq. (2.3),

v

X
F t

 2.3

where X is the average carrier displacement in the direction of the field, t the time
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over which the displacement was measured and F the applied field magnitude. Similarly,
by measuring the variance of the carrier displacement as function of the simulation time,
the diffusion coefficient of the system can be quantified via Eq. (2.4),

D



where  X

2





X 2



 2.4 

2t

 is the variance of the carrier displacement in the direction of the applied

field.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Illustration of the Monte Carlo simulation space. Carriers are placed in a cubic lattice
and allowed to propagate stochastically according either to Eq. (1.8) or Eq. (1.9). (b) Simulations can
be utilized to compute the system mobility and diffusion coefficient as function of different system
variables by measuring a carrier packet’s drift velocity and rate of broadening in the direction of the
applied field, here taken to be the x axis.

2.1.2 Simulating a two electrode device
To enable the formation of carrier density gradients in the MCS, as was done in the study
presented in Chapter 3, a-symmetrical boundary conditions were defined for the simulation
lattice within the corresponding simulations. This was done by defining two bounding planes
to the simulated lattice from two of its sides, perpendicular to the defined applied field
vector. The first boundary plane, designated as the 'injecting plane', was kept at a high and
constant carrier density. The carrier energetic distribution within it was insured to follow
Fermi-Dirac statistics to a good approximation. Carriers in the injecting plane were allowed
27

to hop between sites in the injecting plane according to similar rules applied to those in the
lattice and concomitantly in and out of the plane. Every event involving a carrier leaving the
injecting plane, either into the main lattice (i.e. the 'device') or into an adjacent ancillary
plane on its opposite side, was followed by the creation of a substitute carrier which was
placed within the injecting plane in a random site which energy was approximately equal to
the energy of the site to which the original carrier hopped to. (The ancillary plane had a
constant number of carriers hopping within it, but which were not allowed to hop out of it.
Carriers that hopped into it from the injecting plane were annihilated). Similarly if a carrier
hopped into the injecting plane from the lattice, a random carrier residing in the injecting
plane, occupying a site with energy roughly equal to the energy of the site the entering
carrier jumped into, was annihilated. Thus, the number of carriers in the injecting plane was
kept constant and the carrier distribution in energy maintained Fermi-Dirac statistics. The
above procedure subsequently also led all carriers in the ‘device’ to follow Fermi-Dirac
statistics, thus, transport in the system was kept under quasi-equilibrium conditions. Finally,
the plane bounding the lattice from the side opposing the injecting plane, i.e. the 'extraction
plane', was defined as a carrier sink. Thus, carriers that jumped into it were annihilated,
keeping the sink carrier free.

2.1.3 Computing the thermoelectric properties arising from the GDM
framework with MCS
A key topic which has been investigated within the research conducted for this dissertation
is the thermoelectric effect within disordered organic semiconductors under the premise of
the GDM framework. This, both due to recent experimental and technological interest that
the subject has received within the organic electronics community, and given the valuable
insight that the subject can provide on the mechanisms underlying charge transport in these
systems. To accurately compute the thermoelectric properties within the GDM framework,
a method for calculating the system Peltier coefficient, Eq. (2.5)

27,54

devised,



1
qJ tot



  E    J  E  dE
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 2.5

, using the MCS was

where in Eq. (2.5) q is the carrier charge, J  E  the system's energy dependent current
density, J tot 







J  E  dE the total current density and  the carrier quasi-chemical

potential.
Measurement of the Peltier coefficient in the simulations required measuring the system
energy dependent current

J E

and calculating the system's quasi-chemical potential via

Eq. (2.6),



n   g  E  f  E , EF  dE


where n is the carrier density in the system and

 2.6 

f  E, EF 

the Fermi-Dirac distribution.

Direct measurement of the energy dependent current was initially conducted by
maintaining a histogram

D  E  , of the distances hopped by carriers along and against the

field bias as function of energy. When a carrier hopped along (against) the field bias to a site
with energy

E , the distance which it hopped was added (reduced) to (from) D  E  . The

current density

J  E  , proportional to D  E  was then subsequently attained by dividing

the histogram by the measurement time.
To attain the system’s Seebeck coefficient S, which is the system variable usually measured
in experiments, the Thomson relation, Eq. (2.7) (also associated with the Onsager reciprocal
relations 55) was used.

S


T

 2.7 

Here, the Seebeck coefficient definition is recalled,

S

V
T
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 2.8

where V in Eq. (2.8) is the electrochemical drop within the system resulting from an
applied temperature drop T . T in Eq. (2.7) is, thus, the system average temperature
(corresponding to Eq. (2.8)).
The described methodology was found to be consistent to a good approximation with the
analytic methodology put forward in ref.

56

, given that Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) are used to

determine the carrier transition rates in the system. Nevertheless, attaining sufficiently
smooth results required extremely long simulation times due to carrier adjacent site
oscillations
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and circular trajectories. Thus, to circumvent this hindrance, a considerably

more efficient approximate technique for measuring

J E

was devised whereby only

hopping events in which a carrier hopped into a lattice plane which it has not previously
visited were registered in

D  E  . Comparisons between data obtained in with the method

described above and the approximate method are presented in Figure 5.1 and shown to
yield satisfying agreement for the parameter range relevant for disordered organic
semiconductors.

2.2 Semi-Analytical frameworks

While MCS provide the means for an accurate and intuitive approach to attain information
arising from the GDM framework, their high computational cost hinders their use for full
device calculations (which consist of considerable amount of detail and numerous
parameters) and for ‘on-demand calculations’ (as required for experimental analysis and
‘data fitting’). Thus, analytical and semi-analytical methodologies are considered favorable
in complementing MCS. In contrast with MCS, these can yield mathematical expressions
which can be efficiently and rapidly calculated, thus, providing information on demand as
needed for experimental analysis. In addition, analytic formulations can provide new
perspectives and insight regarding the mechanisms underlying the functionality arising from
the GDM. In the following, two analytical frameworks utilized and analyzed during the
course of this study are described.
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2.2.1 Effective medium approximation
In the context of charge transport in a disordered system, an effective medium
approximation is a theoretical tool used to self-consistently construct a homogenous system
bearing the same macroscopic transport properties (such as the carrier mobility and
diffusion coefficient) as the original system of interest. Its derivation relies on a procedure in
which the master equation of the system, Eq. (1.7), is replaced by a homogenous effective
master equation, Eq. (2.9), defined to bear the same kinetic properties as the original
equation.

J 

 W f 1  f    W f 1  f 
e 0

all sites

0

e 0

0

 2.9

all sites

Here, a steady state current J is assumed, We being the effective hopping rate between
any two sites i and j in the effective medium and f 0 the sites’ respective occupation
probability. The computation of We is done through the replacement of the hopping rates
between two selected sites i and j in the effective medium by randomly drawn hopping
rates from the original system Wij and W ji and occupations f i and f j . At equilibrium, i.e.

J  0 , the perturbed effective medium (due to the aforementioned replacement) needs to
abide to the equilibrium condition given that all possible configurations of sites i and j are
averaged over. Thus, the resulting averaged over medium is subsequently used to selfconsistently compute the effective hopping rates We as function of the original system’s
parameters 57–59. The use of this methodology and its usefulness are exhibited in chapter 3.

2.2.2 Transport Energy
The concept of transport energy is attributed in the literature to ref.

60

(the concept has

been discussed in proceeding studies such as ref. 61, but became a key concept following ref.
60

) in which transport in amorphous inorganic semiconductors consisting of exponential

localized electronic band tales was shown to be discernible via an effective multi trapping
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model. This, despite that the carrier states involved in the transport process were
considered to be localized and that the carrier propagation mechanism was, hence,

Figure 2.3: The transport energy concept as put forward by Monroe 60. Despite the fact that
transport in the system is dominated by thermally assisted hopping between localized states, carrier
propagation in energy space takes the form of ‘multi trapping’. Namely, given the DOS rapid
decrease at low energies, carriers predominantly propagate through a limited range of energies
situated substantially above the DOS bottom.

considered to be that of thermally assisted hopping. The rational underlying the described
discernment, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, relies on the rapid DOS function decline at low
energies. Namely, in such a constellation carriers are more inclined to propagate through
the system by hopping up in energy from low energy ‘trap sites’ rather than between the
low energy ‘trap sites’ themselves which are relatively distant from one another. Due to
this carrier inclination, most carrier propagation occurs in effect through a limited range of
energies situated substantially above the DOS bottom, thus, resembling multi-trapping band
transport.
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Given the concept’s physical intuitiveness and potential usefulness for approximating
system properties analytically and in a transparent way 62, following publications focused on
devising methodologies for calculating its position within the system DOS. The formulation
that became subsequently most widely utilized for this purpose was derived from the Mott
variable range hopping principle 27 by Baranovskii and co-authors 38,63.
To illustrate this widely utilized methodology, put forward in 38,63, we use it here to calculate
the transport energy position in a system with an exponential DOS g  E  for which a closed
form expression can be obtained:

g E 


N0
E 
exp  

K BT0
 K BT0 

 2.10 

where N 0 is the density of carrier sites in the system,

(2.10)

T0 the DOS characterizing

temperature, and E the system energy (measuring how far is a site’s energy bellow the
DOS top, i.e.

E  0 ). Focusing on upward hopping in energy which constitute the transport

process rate limiting steps, and incorporating the Miller-Abrahams type hopping 30, Eq. (1.8),
one obtains the following expression for hopping from site

Ei

E  Ej 

Wij   0 exp  2 a( Ei , E j )  i

K BT 


to site E j  Ei :

 2.11

where a( Ei , E j ) is the distance between sites i and j . From the demand that there be at
least one site in the space affiliated with energy in the range between

Ei

obtains:
i
4 3
a  Ei , E j   g  E  dE  1
3
Ej

E
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 2.12 

and E j , one

To simplify the expression obtained from the integral we note that in the case of an
exponential DOS, if one assumes  Ei  E j   2K BT0 the number of sites with energy bellow

Ei

becomes negligible and the integral's higher bound can be taken to infinity. Thus, one

obtains:

 4
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Inserting Eq. (2.13) into (2.11) we get:
1
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Finally, to find to which energy most hops occur, Eq. (2.14) is differentiated with respect to

E j and equated to zero:
dWij
dE j

 2.15(2.15)

0

we obtain:
1

 4
3
3K BT0 
N0 
 3

Et  E j  3K BT0 ln
2 K BT 
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 2.16 (2.16)

The energy of the origin site

Ei

does not appear in Eq. (2.16), thus, one finds that

regardless of the carriers’ origin site energy, the dominant hopping destination is a constant
termed the transport energy

Et .

While the concept of transport energy has become a useful method to approximate
transport related system properties 59,64–66, it has also received scrutiny regarding its validly
and accurateness. Ref.

67

for example, put forward an alternative method for analytically

approximating the transport energy value which deliberately makes the effort to insure that
oscillatory hops between adjacent sites are not accounted for in the calculation. Simulations
have also been employed in several studies to attempt and measure the system transport
energy and have found discrepancies with the values yielded by the framework exemplified
in Eqs. (2.11-2.16) 63.
Given the wide use of the transport energy methodology described above and the ambiguity
regarding the methodology’s accuracy, one of the main studies presented in this
dissertation has focused on this issue. The findings of this investigation are presented in
Chapter 4 which focuses on analyzing in detail the statistics of carrier propagation as
manifested in energy space under the premise of the GDM, namely to which energies
carriers hop preferentially during their propagation through the system. As has been
observed previously, using MCS the study finds substantial differences between the
energetic values to which carriers hop preferentially and those attained from the analytic
framework described above (Eqs. 2.11-2.16). The study, thus, puts forward an alternative
analytical method to approximate the energy to which carriers preferentially hop in the
system. Its derivation is described in detail in section 4.5. Finally, useful insight obtained
from the described research on this topic, particularly arising from the observed
discrepancies between the MCS data and values obtained from the analytical framework
(Eqs. 2.11-2.16), is discussed at length in Chapter 8 (i.e. the differences between Monroe’s
multiple hopping and Mott’s Variable Range Hopping frameworks).
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Part II - Results and
Discussion
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Synopsys
The present part presents the main findings of the research conducted under the premise of
this dissertation. As described in the preceding part, the study’s main objectives were to
provide new understanding of charge transport in disordered organic semiconductors and
promoting the GDM framework’s refinement by advancing its self-consist implementation,
establishing new grounds for its comparison with experiments and exploring the influence
of extending it to explicitly account for new unaccounted for microscopic system features.
In light of these objectives, the first study presented in this dissertation in Chapter 3, deals
with the effects of carrier density and carrier density gradients within the GDM framework
on the system’s carrier mobility, diffusion coefficient and Einstein relation. Using Monte
Carlo simulations and an effective medium approximation, the study gives rise to two
significant findings. The first consists of the reinforcement of the validity of the General
Einstein Relation within the GDM framework. The second consists of the disambiguation of
the mobility and diffusion coefficient’s definition. Notably, the disambiguation yields the
realization that while the two coefficients, as usually employed by experimentalists (within
the context of the drift diffusion equation), abide to the Generalized Einstein relation, in the
context of theoretical works, given that their definitions are then somewhat different, they
abide to the classical Einstein relation.
To gain insight regarding the transport process under the premise of the GDM and discern
observed discrepancies between results obtained from MCS and the widely utilized
transport energy formulation Eqs. (2.11-2.16) 63, the study presented in Chapter 4 presents
a detailed and comprehensive view of the transport process as it is manifested in energy
space. The chapter, thus, attempts to shed light on the statistics of transport process by
dissecting the transport process into its statistical components. Concomitantly, the chapter
presents a derivation of an analytic approximation for the carrier target energy distributions
(i.e. the frequency to which carriers visit a given energy during a simulation run). The
approximation is found to provide satisfying agreement with the respective distributions
obtained from the MCS, given that these correspond to low energy origin sites. Finally, a
quantitative discrepancy is indeed found between the energies to which carriers hop
preferentially in the MCS and those which are computed via the transport energy
formulation. It is this discrepancy, as will be discussed in Chapter 8 that has in turn enabled
the disambiguation of the transport energy terminology. Namely, one meaning of the term
can be identified with the energy to which carriers hop preferentially and through which
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most of the current in the system flows. The term then corresponds to the system
thermoelectric properties. The other meaning the term can be associated with, however,
and to which the transport energy formulation corresponds, is the energy to which carriers
are prone to hop in the transport process’ rate limiting step. The term then corresponds to
the system conductive properties.
Using the knowledge gained in the study presented in Chapter 4, chapters 5 and 6 present
new tools for quantifying the thermoelectric properties of disordered organic
semiconductors within the GDM framework. Chapter 5 also presents thermoelectric
properties computed as function of different system variables and parameters under quasiequilibrium conditions. Emphasis is put on the information that can be extracted from such
data regarding the charge transport mechanism in the system. Chapter 6 extends the
methodology presented in Chapter 5 where the system Peltier coefficient is computed
under non-equilibrium conditions. The insight and knowledge that can be attained regarding
the transport mechanism from such data are discussed here as well.
Finally, concluding part II, Chapter 7 presents a study on the influence of chain morphology
on the transport and thermoelectric properties of amorphous polymer films. Through the
implementation of the GDM framework on artificially constructed polymer films, several
morphological attributes are found to bear substantial influence on the system's transport
properties. Concomitantly, new light is shed on possible reasons underlying high mobility
values found in recently discovered polymer films, thus, pointing towards new potential
design optimization paths for such systems.
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3.1 Abstract
Using Monte-Carlo simulations, we revisit charge transport in degenerate disordered
organic semiconductors that are characterized by hopping transport. We find that when a
non-negligible fraction of the molecules is excited, i.e. high charge density, charge transfer
(transport) involves also transfer of energy. While Monte-Carlo simulations confirm that at
low electric fields the Generalized Einstein Relation describes well the relation between drift
and diffusion, the use of the energy flux model provides a more intelligible and transparent
description of the phenomenon at hand enabling its generalization under the same premise
with the thermoelectric effect and, establishing a basis for the monitoring of the charge
carrier energetic trajectories within the traversed mediums.

e- & E
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3.2 Introduction
There is a renewed interest in the fundamentals of the drift and diffusion process in
disordered materials 1, especially in the context of solar cells 2, with some suggesting that
the use of the generalized Einstein relation in organic devices

3

may not be valid.

Understanding the underlying physics of modern organic electronic devices often calls for an
ever increasing detail of their modeling. For example, hopping transport in such disordered
semiconductors may exhibit rich phenomena as dispersive transport in either time
space 5, electric field dependence

6-12

, and charge density dependence

13-20

4

or

. However, a

large body of the experimental analysis relies on the drift diffusion equation and hence we
reexamine its completeness. The transport of charge from one molecule to the other is
E
often regarded as a chemical reaction of the type A  D* 
A*  D where a large body

of the literature is concerned with the role of the activation energy (E) or distribution of it
in determining the average rate of the process (i.e. the mobility or diffusion). Most of such
studies would ignore that in cases where the reaction is directional in space there would
also be energy that is transferred in the same direction and, most importantly, that not all of
it would be dissipated as heat.
In the context of charge transport, the role of energy transport is encapsulated in the
Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) which can be reduced to the carrier continuity and
energy balance equations that describe the flow of charge carriers (J) and of energy (S):

J  qn v
S  n Ev
Here n is the electron density, v is the electron velocity, E is the electron energy, and the
angular brackets describe averaging over the Fermi-Dirac distribution function 21. In general,
the average charge carrier energy increases as a function of temperature and for high
enough charge carrier density (i.e. degeneracy) it also increases with charge density 22. It has
been shown that for non-localized systems under non degenerate conditions (not high
density) the energy balance is dependent only on temperature gradients and hence, in the
absence of thermal gradients, it is common to use only the basic and simple drift diffusion
equation for the charge carrier flow, eq. (3.1). In the following we will discuss the drift42

diffusion process described by eq. (3.1) and try to match it to results obtained by MonteCarlo simulations. The outcome of this exercise will in turn be used in the discussion leading
to the importance of energy transport in the discussed system.
J  qD

dn
 qn F
dx

 3.1

Equation (3.1) is indeed highly robust and useful in analyzing devices. However, dealing with
disordered organic semiconductors it has become clear that to better correlate between
the material structure and the properties of different devices it may be embedded in, one
has to “correct” this equation by letting D and  be dependent on various parameters 23. For
example, in the context of hopping transport in a Gaussian density of states (DOS), it was
initially modified by letting the mobility be electric field dependent and charge density
dependent. In particular, in cases where the fraction of excited molecules is not negligible
and charge density is high such that the organic semiconductor is at least partly degenerate,
the direct reduction of the energy balance equations to equation (3.1) is not valid anymore
and one has to introduce the generalized Einstein relation. In the context of devices,
although the Einstein relation has very little effect on the diode ideality factor

24

, it still

affects the charge density distribution, hence it received substantial attention. However, it
seems that these modifications are not sufficient to capture the transport phenomena
across a range of material and device parameters and efforts have been made to farther
correct the above dependencies by finding the “true” DOS 25-27.
In this paper we examine whether part of the inconsistency found may be related to the fact
that under most practical experimental conditions the organic semiconductor of interest is
degenerate 14. We find that for degenerate hopping systems the use of equation (3.1) leads
to a potential ambiguity in the definition of the mobility and/or the diffusion coefficient
resulting in the mobility as well as the Einstein relation being dependent also on the charge
density gradient. The physical origin is rooted in the dependence of the average energy of
charge carriers on the charge density in degenerate systems, suggesting that neglecting the
energy balance equation describing the energy flow (S) in the system may be too crude of
an approximation for such systems.
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3.3 Methods
To analyze the transport in a close to realistic amorphous organic semiconductor we use
many carrier Monte-Carlo simulations to establish the relevant physical scenario and to
serve as a point of reference. The simulations realize a system of charge carriers that are
allowed to hop in an array of localized sites affiliated with energies taken from a Gaussian
DOS where carrier hopping rates are determined by the Miller-Abrahams hopping formula

 2a  E j  Ei   E j  Ei
Wij   o exp   
 b
2 K BT







where Ei is the energy affiliated with a site from which a hop originates and E j being the
energy affiliated with a target site, 'a' the lattice constant, b the localization length of the
electronic states, K B the Boltzmann constant , T the phonon bath temperature and  0 the
hopping attempt frequency. In the studied model the occupation of a single site by two
carriers is prohibited due to the high energy associated with the Coulomb interaction
between two closely placed charge carriers. Long range interactions are disregarded.
To gain better physical insight we employ two methods for evaluating the transport
parameters: Monte Carlo simulations and an effective medium approximation (EMA). To be
able to use the EMA to extract farther physical insight in the current context, we compare
data obtained by its employment with data obtained via Monte Carlo simulations
implemented under the same physical conditions. To this end we also limit the study to a
low disorder case (=3kT) and make sure to employ relatively low electric fields
(F<104V/cm) and not too low charge densities (n>1016cm-3) so as to minimize the effects
associated with dispersive transport and the formation of conduction paths

5, 10, 28, 29

. The

employed EMA was derived in ref. 12 to calculate kinetic coefficients in systems bearing low
disorder   2K BT

. Its derivation relies on a procedure in which the master equation

describing the system is replaced by a homogenous effective master equation, defined to
bear the same kinetic properties as the original equation. Under the premise of steady
state, the effective hopping rates We from and to a given site i in the effective medium are
replaced by hopping rates drawn from the original system hopping rate distribution.
Averaging over all possible configurations of the perturbed system is applied and the
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resulting averaged perturbed effective master equation is solved self-consistently to obtain
the effective hopping rate as function of the original system hopping distribution. In
employing the EMA we follow refs that have augmented its use to higher disorder systems



 2 K BT  by the incorporation of the transport energy concept. This has been shown in

turn to provide good agreement with numerical and experimental results of mobility
dependence on temperature and carrier density under low field conditions, and was hence
found suitable for the requirements of the study presented here.
When employing an approximate approach as the EMA, the total current density (J)
between two parallel neighboring lattice planes i and j in the effective medium, placed along
a given applied field (F) vector, can be expressed as J  qni aW


e

 qn j aWe  . Where We  and

We  are the effective hopping rates between sites in the direction of the field and against it,

respectively. ni and n j are the carrier densities in the two referred planes, q is the carrier
charge, and ‘a’ is the distance between the planes. This relation can also be presented in a
form similar to equation (3.1):

W
J q

e



 We  
2

a2

n  n   q W

a
i

j

e



 We   a

 n  n   qD  n  n   q F  n  n 
i

j

2

i

1

j

a

i

1

j

2

 3.2

We used these equations to express, through the hopping rates, the diffusion coefficient
(D1) and the mobility value (), the latter being valid only for a nonzero electric field (F).
The above representation of D and  is one of the three to be discussed in this paper and
hence the subscript 1. A relevant discussion of the diffusion coefficient can be found in ref.
2

. Here it should be noted that the above definitions coincide with the analogous

expressions obtained when solving an a-symmetric random walk problem where the
hopping probabilities are proportional to We  and We  .
The results presented below rely on the implementation of the effective rates ( We ) using
the described EMA,:
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Et

 2a Et   Ei  qFa    Et   Ei  qFa   
g  Ei  f  Ei , EFi  0 exp 


 dEi
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 3.3

Here the integrals are applied to the product of the system's DOS in lattice plane i,

g ( Ei )  N 0

f FD ( Ei , EFi ) 

 Ei2

1
2

e 2 ,
2

2

the

Fermi-Dirac

distribution

function

1
and the Miller-Abrahams expression for hopping from a
 Ei  EFi 
1  exp 

 K BT 

site affiliated with an energy Ei to a site affiliated with the transport energy Et . EFi is the
quasi-Fermi level of lattice plane i and F is the applied field. Note that due to Et being the
target energy in both directions in eq. (3.3), qFa appears only in the forward jump rate to
ensure that the effect of the electric field on the ratio between hops down field and up field
 qFa 
is exp 
.
 K BT 

To place the semi-analytical formulation's (eq. 3.3) calculations and the Monte Carlo
simulations on equal footing we employed the following procedure. First, we used the
Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the charge carrier mobility as a function of charge
density using cyclic boundary conditions in all three directions (which gives rise to a
homogenous carrier distribution in the simulated lattice). This type of calculation has been
reported in the past and indeed the results shown in Figure3.1 (round symbols) are in good
agreement with those reported in

19

(square symbols). The full line in Figure3.1 is the

result of the described procedure and the inset to Figure3.1 shows the resulting transport
energies as a function of charge density. This procedure eliminated any arbitrariness in
choosing the transport energy for the whole spectrum of carrier densities, and is consistent
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with the fact that the transport energy is known to be slightly dependent on the carrier
density

31

. For completeness the dashed line shows the results with the transport energy

being fixed at its value for low charge density.
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Figure 3.1: The mobility as a function of carrier density obtained via a homogenous carrier
distribution Monte Carlo simulation (round symbols) under applied electric field of F=103[V/cm] and
using a Gaussian DOS with standard deviation s=3kT (T=300K). Square symbols denote data taken
from ref. 19. The full line is the mobility found by fitting the transport energy and the dashed line is
for using transport energy found for low charge density to calculate the entire mobility range. The
inset shows the fitted transport energy, the value of which changes by less than KT.

3.4 Results
In order to verify that the procedure employed and presented in Figure3.1 indeed ensures
that in the present context the EMA based semi-analytic equation (3.2) is matched to the
Monte Carlo simulations, we employed both Monte-Carlo simulations and equation (3.2) to
solve for several boundary conditions that would induce charge density gradients. When
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solving equation (3.2), the position (charge density) dependent mobility and diffusion
coefficients are defined with the aid of equation (3.3). In Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b we set
the charge density at x=0 at a relatively high value and at the opposite side we set it to zero.
In Figure a the applied electric field is such that it would induce current in the same
direction as the diffusion would and in Figure 3.2b it opposes the diffusion. In Figure 3.2c
the boundary conditions are chosen to enforce equilibrium and hence the two ends are
implemented as blocking contacts (zero steady state current). In this last calculation we set
the total number of charge carriers as the initial condition and set the electric field in a given
direction. In all three sub figures the symbols represent the Monte Carlo simulation results
and the full lines are the results of the EMA based semi-analytic equation (3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Charge density distribution calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation (symbols) and
the EMA based semi-analytic equation (3.2) (full line). (a) and (b) present solutions for boundary
conditions of high charge density at x=0 and zero at the other end. (c) Solutions for blocking
boundary conditions (zero current) and a fixed total number of carriers under low electric field
where the field direction is indicated in each sub-figure.

Examining the three sub-figures of 3.2 we note that both under equilibrium (zero-current)
and under non-equilibrium conditions the two formulations agree and that this agreement
holds both when the drift and diffusion currents are aligned and when they are opposing. It
is worth noting that the boundary conditions were chosen such that between the three subfigures a wide range of charge density gradients is covered. We also employed a third, more
standard method where we used equation (3.1) while defining D/ using the Generalized
Einstein Relation (GER)

14

. The results of this calculation coincide with the full lines in the

three sub-figures of Figure 2 pointing to the validity of the GER under the premise of the
studied excitation conditions (see also the discussion).
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Having established the correlation between the Monte Carlo simulation and the semianalytical formula for the hopping rates (equation (3.3)) we use the latter to calculate the
mobility, as defined for the drift-diffusion equation (3.2), under varying charge density
gradients. Figure 3.3a presents calculations of the mobility as a function of the charge
density assuming a local gradient in the quasi-Fermi level (EF). The value next to each line
depicts the difference in eV of EF between two successive planes separated by 1nm. A
positive energy gradient is defined such that the carrier density gradient and applied field
are enforcing current in the same direction. We note that when using the notation
subsequent from equation (3.2), the resulting mobility is a function of both the charge
density and the charge density gradient.
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Figure 3.3: (a) The mobility as a function of charge density calculated using the definition in equation
(3.2). The symbols are results obtained using the Monte Carlo simulation (Figure3.1) for the case of
uniform charge density. The other lines were calculated assuming a gradient in the quasi-Fermi level
and the difference, in eV, between two planes is marked next to each line. The inset shows as a
function of the charge density the quasi-Fermi level (dashed-dotted line), the average energy (full
line), and the effective energy (dashed line). See discussion section for details. (b) The Einstein
relation calculated using the uniform density Monte Carlo simulations used also for Figure3.1
(symbols) and calculated by the EMA based semi-analytic equation (3.2) (full line). The dashed line
represents the standard generalized Einstein relation14.

Figure b depicts another aspect of the system studied. The theory leading to the generalized
Einstein relation

14, 34

predicts that for a degenerate semiconductor the ratio between the
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diffusion and drift coefficients would increase as a function of the charge density (dashed
line in Figure b). However, the calculations (full line) based on the hopping rates (eq. 3.3))
predict that when the charge density gradient is zero this relation remains at its classical
value of kT/q. The symbols in 3.3b are calculations derived directly from the Monte Carlo
simulations used to evaluate the mobility presented in Figure following the procedure in 29.
3.3b strengthens the notion developed in Figure 3.3a that in a degenerate hopping system,
and within the framework of equation (3.1), the charge density gradient seems to affect
both the diffusion and mobility processes. It is known that the standard derivation of the
diffusion coefficient from the uniform density Monte-Carlo simulation will result in the
Einstein relation being at its classical value of kT/q and the diffusion is termed "jump
diffusion coefficient" in ref. 2. As we discuss below, this is largely associated with the
simulation being performed under uniform charge density conditions.

3.5 Discussion
In the earlier days of evaluating the charge transfer or mobility in disordered organic
semiconductors the aspect of charge density and its effect on the mobility was given little to
no attention. In the past decade it has become evident that the charge density plays a very
important role and as indicated in the introduction, several models and calculations have
been presented. Accounting for the fact that organic semiconductors are degenerate under
almost all practical experimental conditions we have added another attribute affecting the
mobility – the charge density gradient. In order to gain better physical insight, we coupled
the EMA based semi-analytic equation (3.2) to the Monte Carlo simulations as the former is
much handier in analyzing the data.
To understand the apparent dependence on the charge density gradient, shown in Figure
3.3 we plot in the inset to Figure 3.3a the position of the quasi-Fermi level (dashed-dotted
line) and the average energy of the charge carriers (full line) as a function of the charge
density. We note that at low charge densities the average energy per charge carrier is
constant but once the material becomes degenerate this average energy increases as a
function of charge density 22. A higher average energy implies a higher average energy per
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charge carrier, thus in the presence of a charge density gradient there would also be a
gradient in the energy per charge carrier and hence one should expect an increased
asymmetry in hopping from higher to lower carrier concentrations and an energy flow
coupled to the carrier current. Namely, to understand the apparent dependence shown in
Figure 3.3 one has to reintroduce the energy balance equation.
To reintroduce the energy balance equation one can follow any standard procedure of
reducing the Boltzmann transport equation to the energy-balance and drift-diffusion model.
Alternatively, and especially in the current context of hopping transport in disordered
organic semiconductors, we use the EMA framework developed for the system in question.
Namely, to check if the above effect may explain the results shown in Figure 3a and Figure
b, we rely on the framework of the EMA that uses the concept of transport-energy
(equation (3.3)) where the leading terms in the rates in and against the field direction would
be,
  Et  qFa  Ei  
 2a 
We   0 exp    exp  



K
T
 b 
B



and

  Et  E j  
 2a 

We   0 exp    exp  

K BT 
 b 


respectively. Where E serves as an effective energy from which carriers are hopping. If the
hopping rate was independent of the charge energy than the effective energy  E  would





be equal to the average energy Eavg , plotted as a full line in the inset to Figure 3.3a.
However, since hopping from higher energies to the transport energy is faster than from
lower energies, the hopping rate of carriers in the high energy tail is faster resulting in
E  Eavg . The dashed lines in the inset to Figure 3.3a show E calculated for the hopping

rate used in this paper (i.e. Miller Abrahams). Regardless of the exact value of E , using the
above notation, the current flowing from i to j or from x to x+dx can be expressed as:
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 E  ( Ei  qFa) 
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Assuming that the field is not high and that the effective energy changes slowly

i.e.  E  E  , qFa  K T  the above expression can be approximated to give:
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Using the notion that the homogenous hopping rate in the absence of electric field can be
expressed as: W (ni )   0 exp   2a  exp   Et  Ei  and that the diffusion coefficient for the


b 



K BT 

case of uniform or low charge density can be expressed as: D2 (ni )  a 2W (ni ) one can arrive
at:

1st . order

J



q

E j  Ei 
n( x) D2 (ni ) 
n( x)
D2 (ni )
 qF 
q
K BT
a
a



And accounting for the result shown in Figure 3.3b (i.e. that the classical Einstein relation is
maintained for homogenous carrier density distributions (

J  qn( x) 2 ( x) F ( x)  n( x) 2 ( x)
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D2
 2 ) and for  a  x  :
K BT / q

dE
dn
 q D2 ( x)
dx
dx

3.4 

 dE

 0  . The result or
Where 2 ( x) is the mobility in the case of a uniform distribution 
 dx

definition we obtain here for D2, for a homogeneous carrier distribution, is equivalent to the
"jump diffusion coefficient" in ref. 2.
Despite the fact that the above derivation of equation (3.4) is phenomenological, the result
shown in equation (3.4) is in fact the current equation as described by the energy balance
model that is derived from the general Boltzmann equation (see for example chapter 3.9 in
ref. 35).
Thus, depicting the phenomenon at hand as done in eq. (3.4) places it under the premise of
the more general energy-transport phenomenon which incorporates the thermoelectric
effect. To see this we write the differential of E in the following way: dE 

Therefore, if the system is non-degenerate

E
 0 ,equation (3.4) describes only the effect
n

of thermal gradients (see eq. 44 in 36 & chapter 3.9 in 35 where E 
the final equation). Also, if the system is non-degenerate (
then

E
E
dn 
dT
n
T

3
K BT is used to derive
2

E
 0 ) and isothermal (dT=0)
n

dE
 0 and equation (3.4) reduces to equation (3.1).
dx

Due to the above, we consider that including this effect into the current equation is
equivalent but somewhat more informative than using eq. (3.1) and defining the coefficient
D through the generalized Einstein relation, as in equation (3.5):

J  qD3

dn
KT
n
 qn3 F ; D3 
3 ( x)
dx
q n / EF

 3.5

D3 is also known as the "chemical diffusion coefficient" 2. We consider equation (3.4) to be
the most explicit representation, with D2 and 2 standing for the intuitive diffusion and drift
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processes. Namely, the "jump diffusion coefficient" (D 2) and the "chemical diffusion
coefficient" (D3) differ by the energy transport term. In equation (3.2) 1 is defined such that

 E 
it includes the effect due to energy transport 
 . In eq. (3.5 )it is the diffusion coefficient
 x 
that is chosen to encapsulate the energy transport term.

Conclusions - To conclude, having established that the hopping rate can be expressed using
an EMA incorporating the transport energy concept we showed (equation (3.4)) that once a
disordered organic semiconductor is excited to a high charge density to the point it becomes
degenerate (i.e. where

E
 0 ) there is an additional current term coupled to the energy
n


E 
associated with the charge carriers  n( x) 2 ( x)
 that is non-negligible and which accounts
x 

for the “anomalies” described in Figure a. While the generalized Einstein relation is found to
be accurate enough for practical use at low fields, the advantage of the new formalism is
that it provides a more transparent and intelligible description of the phenomena than that
provided by the GER and places it under the premise of the more general energy balance
equation. Further, it establishes a basis for the formalistic description of charge carrier
energy distributions, an attribute which bears impact on reactions taking place in the
system, most important of which - charge recombination.
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4.1 Abstract
Phenomenological transport models of disordered systems often provide useful tools for
experimental analysis and device engineering, but provide limited insight into the
microscopic detail underlying the transport mechanism and its effect on the macroscopic
properties of the process. To address this deficiency from the stand point of the widely
employed hopping models, we use Monte Carlo simulations to dissect the transport process
for hopping systems which have rapidly decaying density of states into their statistical
constituents, to attain a clear and quantitative representation of the process. Through this
analysis we show that while the transport energy concept provides valid intuition regarding
charge carrier propagation in the energy domain of such systems, caution is needed when
using it in quantitative calculations and in the deduction of system attributes such as the
transport activation energy and mobility. To this end, we present an analytic approach for
calculating the energy distributions of sites which charge carriers hop to when propagating
in the system. It in turn provides more insight regarding the physics determining the carrier
target energy distributions characteristics and holds the potential to serve as an ancillary
tool for approximating system properties such as the system mobility and Peltier coefficient
in a physically transparent and accurate way.

E
e- & E

Ect
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4.2 Introduction
Disorder is known to dominate transport in systems such as amorphous organic and
inorganic semiconductors as well as in impurity bands of doped inorganic crystals. When
disorder exceeds certain thresholds, localization of the charge carrier wave functions
prevails and transport occurs via hopping/charge transfer between localized sites. Transport
in such systems has been appreciably studied and much has indeed been discerned and
apprehended 1–3. However, and especially in the context of organic semiconductors, precise
and detailed rationalization regarding the interplay between microscopic and macroscopic
system attributes, sometimes called structure-function relation, is still missing

4–6

. Thus, in

order to bridge this gap more accurate and detailed models are required.
In the following study we aim to strengthen and extend the pillars on which models linking
between the microscopic and the macroscopic system properties lean. We engage this task
by utilizing numeric as well as analytic methodologies and focus on the propagation of
charge carriers as it is manifested in the energy domain. By engaging this path we follow a
large body of work

1,7–14

, prominent of which, that introducing the concept of transport

energy in systems bearing rapidly decreasing density of states (DOS)

8–12

, namely those

bearing exponential or Gaussian tails . The transport energy concept states that there exists
an energy level, located well above the average carrier energy, through which most charge
propagation occurs, following the principle of path of least resistance. Inspired by Mott's
variable range hopping derivation 14, an approximation of the transport energy position in
the DOS was put forward in 8–10, resulting in the following transcendental equation.

g ( Et ) 



Et



g ( E )dE





4
3



1  9 


KT  2 3 

1
3

(4.1)

Here Et is the transport energy, g  E  the system DOS,  the inverse localization length of
the electronic wave functions, K Boltzmann’s constant and T the system temperature.
The transport energy has been shown to have non-negligible width 9 and bear discrepancies
between the very widely used Eq. (4.1) and Monte Carlo simulations (MCS)
reasons and its abundant use in the literature for system property
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4,15–23

12,15

. It is these

calculation that

lead us to the detailed study presented here and to the resulting physically transparent
alternative expression.

4.3 Methods
The main observable focused on in this study is the frequency of charge carrier visitations to
given energy levels in the system. The system under study was comprised of an energetically
disordered array of electronic states arranged on a cubic lattice where for concreteness, the
system DOS was chosen to be a Gaussian centered at E  0 with standard deviation  .
Charge carrier propagation in the lattice occurred via hopping events between sites, where
occupancy of a single site by more than one charge carrier was prohibited in light of the
large Coulomb repulsion between closely placed carriers. To address the majority of works
reported the hopping rates were determined by the Miller-Abrahams equation 24,25 but the
methodology presented here would apply to other rate formulations. The explicit
expression is:


 E j  Ei   E j  Ei
Wij   o exp  2 rij 

2 KT







(4.2)

where Ei is the hopping event origin site and E j its target site energy, rij the hopping
distance between the sites and  0 the hopping attempt frequency. Every hopping event
time and target destination were determined by drawing random dwell times via Eq. (4.3)
for the origin site's closest 342 neighbor sites and selecting the site which attained the
shortest dwell time.

 ij  

1
ln  x 
Wij

(4.3)

Here x is a number randomly generated in the interval [0,1]. The total system DOS was

1021 cm3 , the inverse localization length   5 107 cm1 , and the lattice size was
N  N  N  50  50  50 to which periodic boundary conditions were defined. The system
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V 
was populated with a carrier density n  6 1017 cm3 and a field F  103   was applied.
 cm 
The disorder parameter was scanned between ˆ  2 and ˆ  4 , where ˆ 


KT

for which,

given the selected carrier density, the respective chemical potentials were   0.243eV

  0.3eV and   0.372eV . The temperature throughout all simulations was set to be
T  300K . Simulation times were determined such that on average each carrier hopped

~ 106 times and data was collected from 5-15 different lattice energetic configurations. The
implementation of the MCS employed here has also been described in 18,26.

4.4 Results
Figures 4.1 (a), (c) and (e) present the number of hopping events in which carriers hopped to
target energies E given origin energy E0 for disorder parameters ˆ  2 , ˆ  3 and ˆ  4
respectively. In discrepancy with the transport energy concept, the distribution peaks for
different origin energies do not overlap for each case. What is the source of this
discrepancy? It has already been noticed 11,12,27 that carrier oscillations (repetitive back and
forth hopping events) between adjacent sites will influence the energetic level to which
carriers will hop most frequently. Following this notion, also followed in

15

, we omitted

oscillation events from the statistics shown in Figures 4.1 (a), (c) and (e) to obtain the data
presented in Figures 4.1 (b), (d) and (f). To this end we also compare the results to the
transport energy approximated by Eq. (4.1), presented by vertical dashed lines.
Comparing the pristine distributions with the distributions attained after the omission of
oscillations, we note that upon oscillation omission the number of events drops by up to
two orders of magnitude, depending on the origin site energy and the disorder parameter.
Contribution to transport by carriers residing at high energy is more significant and is most
pronounced for ˆ  4 where most hops from lower energies seem to contribute to
oscillations (see for example round symbols in Figures 4.1 (e) and (f)). The most striking
feature in Figure 4.1, nevertheless, is that upon the omission of oscillations from the pristine
data all energy distribution peaks shift, and those affiliated with origin sites that are bellow
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a threshold align perfectly (see the solid vertical lines that cross both sets of figures).
Examination shows that the aforementioned threshold coincides with the aligned peaks’
maxima. The alignment of the distribution peaks re-evokes the rational underlying the
transport energy concept, i.e. the preference of carriers to hop to a specific energy level
regardless of their origin site energy. To avoid confusion, nevertheless, we term these
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Figure 4.1: (a), (c) and (e) show the number of hopping events in which carriers hopped to target
energies E given origin energy E0 (indicated next to distributions) for ˆ  2 , ˆ  3 and ˆ  4
respectivly. (b), (d) and (f) show the comparison between distributions shown in (a), (c) and (e) after
oscillation omission [symbols] and static MCS distributions [solid lines] for ˆ  2 , ˆ  3 and ˆ  4
respectivly. Origin site energy values are indicated from top to bottom in order of distribution peaks
hight and by the position of the respective symbols on the top axis of each graph. Dashed vertical
lines in (b), (d) and (f) indicate the position of the transport energy Eq. (4.1) and lines spanning
between figures indicate the common target energy.

A final feature arising from Figure 4.1 is the inclination of carriers originating from energies
above Ect to hop to sites with similar energy levels (see right most curves). To examine the
importance of these high energy carriers in the overall transport phenomena we plot in
Figure 4.2 (a) the oscillation-omitted target energy distributions obtained from summing
over oscillation omitted distributions from all origin site energies, i.e. over the entire charge
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population. Comparing this distribution (squares) with the oscillation omitted distribution
corresponding to origin energy Eo  0.22eV (circles), a slight shift of the distribution peak
from Ect is observed. It is hopping events originating above Ect , that give rise to this shift
of the energy through which most carrier propagation occurs. Figure 4.2 (b) summarizes the
effects of the different statistical features of the carrier propagation process on the energy
level most hopped to in the MCS, comparing the different results to the values obtained by
Eq. (4.1). The effect of the different statistical features of the transport process on the
energy level most hopped to is apparent as the four lines differ. At the two extremes we
find the transport energy predicted by Eq. (4.1) (triangles) and the pristine data produced by
the MCs (diamonds). The true position of the peak that is found by summing up over all
carriers and omitting oscillations is in the middle (squares). If the summation is carried out
over low energy carriers only, one obtains the values depicted by the round symbols that we
termed as the common target energy ( Ect ). Eq. (4.1) overestimates the energy through
which carriers propagate by ~ 0.04eV and Ect underestimates it by ~ 0.02eV . However,
in the disorder parameter domain examined here, a similar dependence on the disorder
parameter to that of Ect and the oscillation omitted distributions is observed.
Next, we examine in more detail the importance of the dynamical nature of the transport
process in determining the energies most hopped to and use this as a guideline to derive an
analytic expression for Ect . We define a static MCS as one abiding the same model
assumptions as the dynamic MCS, but in which carriers do not propagate. Rather, they are
statically placed in randomly selected origin sites. Each of the carriers is then assigned a
target site via the same routine used in the conventional MCS, namely by drawing random
dwell times via Eq. (4.3) for the origin site's closest 342 neighbor sites and selecting the site
which attained the shortest dwell time. The described routine is repeated numerously until
sufficient statistics regarding the assigned target sites is gathered. In the context of the
dynamic MC one can view the static as one that allows each carrier to hop only once before
a new population is drawn. The results, normalized for the sake of comparison with the
dynamic MCS results, are presented in Figure 4.1 by solid lines. The agreement between the
oscillation omitted dynamic MCS data, and the static MCS is excellent. We note here that to
get this good an agreement for ˆ  4 , omission of 3 and 4 hop oscillations as well as 2 hop
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oscillations was exercised, where we define ‘m’ hop oscillations as occurrences in which a
carrier returns to a previously visited site in ‘m’ hops. The need for omission of higher order
oscillation occurred systematically as we increased disorder in the simulated system. We
infer hence that the increase of the disorder parameter entails an increase of higher order
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Figure 4.2: (a) System DOS (solid line), carrier ocuppation distribution (dashed line), normalized
oscillation omitted target energy distributions after integration over all origin site energies for ˆ  3
(squares) and normalized oscillation omitted target energy distribution of hopping events
originating at Eo  0.22eV for ˆ  3 (circles). The dashed vertical line indicates the position of the
transport energy Eq. (4.1) (b) Distribution peak values as obtained from the different data. Pristine
distributions (diamonds), common target energy Ect (circles), osscilation omitted distributions as
obtained from summing over all origin site distributions (squares) and transport energy calculated by
Eq. (4.1) (triangles).

between the static distributions and the oscillation omitted dynamic distributions we
deducethat the target energy probability function related to current contributing events are
a function only of origin site energy and are not influenced by the dynamical nature of the
transport process. This realization is very powerful as it allows us to proceed and derive
analytic expressions that are rooted in the MC picture.
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4.5 Discussion
Realizing that the static MCS picture may be sufficient to describe carrier propagation in the
system, we can try to put forward an analytic derivation of the static target energy
distributions. Such an account can in turn provide new footing for more accurate and
physically transparent analytic calculations of system properties such as its mobility and
Peltier coefficient. Approaching the task directly, one can obtain the following expression
for the probability of a carrier to hop from origin site energy E0 to target site energy E .
N

Ptot  E0  E  





  





dE1  dEN g  E1   g  EN  
i 1


  g  E  dE 
 


  E  Ei W  E0  Ei  qF  r0i 

W  E

N

N

i 1

0

 Ei  qF  r0i



 4.4 

Here, the integrand is the probability for finding a given energetic configuration of the N
origin site’s neighboring sites (left term), multiplied by the probability for hopping to sites
with energy E in the given configuration (right term), where for a Poisson processes such
as the one considered here, the probability for a given event to occur is the rate of its
occurrence K i divided by the sum over the rates of all possible events

K

j

. In this case

j





W E0  Ei  qF  r0i is the rate for hopping from E0 to Ei according to Eq. (4.2) where q
is the carrier charge, F the applied field and r0i the vector between the origin site and its ith neighbor and  is Dirac’s delta function. To account for the full probability to hop to a
target site with energy E , integration is performed over all possible neighbor energy
configurations.
Calculating Eq. (4.4) requires exhaustive computation, however. Hence, we resort to the
following approximation, enabling a dramatic reduction in the computational cost. The
approximation is based on the simplifying conjecture that hopping events’ target sites will
always be those affiliated with the smallest spatial energetic barrier u 

E
 2 r from the
KT

origin site. We remind the reader that in accordance with Eq. (4.2), hopping downwards in
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energy entails E  0 . We implement our calculations in conformity with the model
assumptions of the previous section.
To perform the aforementioned approximation we introduce the following notations:
E



S

 g  E ' dE ' ,

p( E ) 



 g  E ' dE '

 4.5



S

S is the site density per unit volume and p  E  is the probability for a randomly selected

site to have energy below E . For the sake of simplicity we assume that carriers hop either
to nearest neighboring (NN) sites or to next nearest neighboring (NNN) sites (for which

r  2a ). This, in fact, agrees with what was observed in the MCS in the parameter range
presented here. Also, for the same reason we omit the field related arguments qF  r in the
calculations (i.e. we consider only not too high fields). We start by calculating the probability
for hopping to NN sites with energy E . The form of expression depends on E , namely the
energy domain needs to be divided into three sub domains, each attaining a somewhat
different expression. The first domain is E0  E  E0  2 aKT





2  1 . NN sites affiliated

with energies residing in this sub domain will always be preferred as target sites over NNN
sites since the spatial energetic barriers to NN and NNN will always follow uNN  uNNN
regardless of the NNN energies. The obtained expression for this sub domain will consist of
the product of two terms. The first is the probability that a given NN site will have an energy

g  E  dE
dE
dE 

,E 
residing in the interval  E 
, that is
. The second is the probability

S
2
2 

that the remaining 5 NN sites will not have energies bellow E , which is 1  p  E   , and
5

third, a combinatorial factor accounting for all possible configurations of the given
constellation. Thus, one obtains:



P  NN ( E )    E  E0  E0  2 aKT
1
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5
 6  g  E  dE
2 1  E  
1  p  E 

S
1

 

 4.6 

where  is the unit step function. The second sub domain is E  E0  2 aKT





2 1 ,

rendering the fidelity of the inequality uNN  uNNN dependent on the energy of the given
NNN sites. Hence, we multiply by the probability that all 12 NNN will have energies above

E:
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 4.7 

The third sub domain consists of hopping to energies where E  E0 . Since E  0 is
plugged into u , the inequality uNN  uNNN is sustained regardless of all NNN sites energies.
For a constellation in which only one NN site is affiliated with energy E  E0 one obtains:

P

3
NN

5
 6  g  E  dE
( E )    E0  E   
1  p  E0  

S
1

 4.8

Constellations that involve k NN affiliated with energies E  E0 will in turn yield:

P

4
NN

6 k
 6  g  E  dE k 1
( E )    E0  E   
p  E0  1  p  E0  
S
k 

 4.9 

Next, we calculate the probability for hopping to NNN. Two energy sub domains need be
considered. The first, E  E0 , yields:
11
12  g  E  dE
1
P  NNN ( E )   
1  p  E   1  p E  2 aKT

S
1

 

The second, E  E0 , yields:
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Finally, the probability for hopping to a site with energy E from a site with energy E0 will
be the sum over all considered constellations, such that integrating over this sum with
respect to E will yield unity. This sum can thus be generally expressed as follows:
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where  is Kronecker’s delta, nm the number of m-th nearest neighbors and rm the
distance of m-th nearest neighbors from the origin site. Note that in eq. (4.12) terms of
higher order than g  E 

dE
are insignificant and were neglected.
S

Figures 4.3 (a), (b) and (c) present a comparison between target site energy distributions, as
obtained from the presented analytic approach with those obtained from static MCS.
Excluding the distribution affiliated with the origin site energy E0  0.06eV for ˆ  2 , the
agreement between the different approaches is quite satisfying. The inability of the analytic
method to give a good prediction for a distribution originating at 'high' energies (in this case

E0  Ect for ˆ  2 ), is a result of ignoring the stochastic element in the determination of
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hopping events’ target site as done in the MCS. This element becomes dominant for higher
origin site energies due to the decrease in the variability of the spatial energetic barriers
between the origin site and its neighbors and is also the reason for the kinks in the
corresponding distributions.
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Figure 4.3: (a),(b) and (c) target energy distributions calculated with analytic approach and
distributions obtained by static MCS for ˆ  2 , ˆ  3 and ˆ  4 . Round and square symbols represent
data obtained from static MCS for origin sites below Ect and origin sites at Ect respectively. Solid
and dashed lines represent analytic calculation for the respective origin sites. (d) Analytically
calculated probability density for hopping to NN and NNN from sites with energy E0  0.22eV for
ˆ  3 .
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Finally, the developed approach allows the calculation of the probability for a carrier to hop
over a given distance r , given the origin and target site energies, by summing the relevant
terms in Eq. (4.12). Figure 4.3 (d) presents the probability for hopping to nearest neighbors
(NN) and to next NN (NNN) from an origin site with energy E0  0.22eV for ˆ  3 as
function of target site energy. Hopping to neighbors located farther away is shown to be
negligible in this case, consistent with the MCS.

4.6 Conclusions
To conclude, we found that the hopping transport in systems bearing rapidly decaying DOS
under low field conditions can be dissected into three main statistical components: 1)
Hopping from energies bellow Ect with probability distributions peaking at Ect , 2) hopping
events between energies located above Ect , and 3) oscillations between adjacent sites, in
which an increasing number of sites participate as the system’s disorder parameter is
increased. We found that neither pristine Monte-Carlo data nor the transport energy
equation reproduce the energy through which most carriers hop and that this energy lies in
between these two extremes.
The probability distributions of target site energies of events contributing to current are
dependent only on origin sites’ energy. Oscillation events constitute a significant quantity of
the total number of events but are mainly limited to hops between sites affiliated with
similar energies and thus tend to be relatively fast and to not slow down the transport
process significantly. Namely, we found justification for neglecting carrier oscillations in the
overall transport picture. An analytic approach for the approximation of target site energies
probability distributions and hopping distance probability distributions for non-oscillatory
hopping events has been introduced. Satisfying agreement for events originating at low to
intermediate energies with static MCS distributions has been shown. The analytic approach
holds the potential to serve as an ancillary tool for approximating system properties such as
the mobility and Peltier coefficient and their interplay with the underlying microscopic
system structure and morphology in a more physically transparent and accurate way.
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5.1 Abstract
Using Monte Carlo simulations, we investigate the thermoelectric properties of disordered
organic semiconductors under the premise of the Gaussian Disorder Model and its variants.
In doing so, we provide much needed additional dimensions for comparison between these
theoretical frameworks and real systems beyond those based on extensively studied charge
transport properties, and aim to provide a frame-of-reference for rising interest in these
systems for thermoelectric based applications. To illustrate the potential existing in the
implementation of combined transport and thermoelectric investigation, we discuss
strategies to experimentally deduce a system's DOS shape, the temperature dependence of
its transport energy (which can discern hopping transport from multiple trapping transport),
infer whether a system's activation energy originates from inherent energetic disorder or a
polaron activation energy (while deducing the given polaron activation energy), and
discerning whether a system's energetic disorder is spatially correlated or accompanied by
off-diagonal disorder.
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5.2 Introduction
Disordered organic semiconductors based electro-optic devices have in recent decades been
primarily analyzed with a variety of phenomenological models

1–10

, prominent of which

those stemming from the Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM) put forward by Bassler and coauthors

11

. The latter's wide implementation has in particular attracted considerable

attention in recent years invoking efforts to devise analytic representations for these
models

3,6,12–15

and implement them in practical device simulations

16–20

. Their validity and

accuracy have been questioned, nevertheless, despite frequent agreement between
experimental data and model outputs. This, due to the large number of free parameters
they consist, which facilitate such agreement, and their deficiency to consistently account
for sets of experiments while keeping all model parameters constant.
Given these hindrances, in this letter we explore a path to promote deeper understanding
and more credible and accurate representations of the transport process in organic
semiconductors

through

substantially

reducing

the

arbitrariness

accompanying

experimental analysis of these systems. The path incorporates the implementation of
thermoelectric experiments in conjunction with transport experiments through which a
considerable increase of the constraints to which models utilized for experimental data
analysis need to abide to. Namely, by adding the Seebeck dimension the analysis should be
more credible. To initialize this undertaking we quantitatively study the thermoelectric
properties arising from the GDM and its variants. Additionally, in doing so we aim also to
address recent rising interest in the thermoelectric properties of organic semiconducting
systems

21–26

, providing such studies with a simple and accurate theoretical frame-of-

reference stemming from this set of models. To study thermoelectricity under the premise
of the GDM and its variants we utilize Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) which enable the
attainment of quantitatively more accurate and robust results than those previously
obtained through analytic approximations

27,28

. Prospects for elaborate model-experiment

comparisons based on combined thermoelectric and transport measurements aimed
towards attaining deeper understanding and a more accurate representation of the charge
transport mechanism in these systems will also be discussed and be presented in the second
part of this letter.
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In this study the thermoelectric properties of the systems under investigation were probed
via measuring their Peltier coefficient 



1
q tot

29–31

in the employed MCS.



  E  E   E  dE

(5.1)

F



In Eq. (5.1)   E  is the energy dependent conductivity,  tot 







  E  dE the total

conductivity, EF the quasi-chemical potential, and q the carrier charge. In compliance
with most experimental studies which measure the Seebeck coefficient (S) we use the
relation presented in Eq. (5.2)

32

to present results in the form of the systems' Seebeck

coefficient:

S


T

(5.2)

We recall that the Seebeck coefficient is defined or measured based on the relation shown
in Eq. (5.3).

S

V
T

(5.3)

where in Eq. (5.3) V is the electrochemical drop within the system due to the applied
temperature drop T and T in Eq. (5.2) is the system average temperature.

5.3 Methods
Simulations were implemented on a three dimensional cubic lattice for which periodic
boundary conditions were defined. Each site in the lattice, representing a localized carrier
wave function, was assigned an energy drawn randomly from the system density of states
(DOS) which for concreteness was taken to be a Gaussian function. We do not expect that
the use of other typical DOS functions attributed to disordered organic semiconductors will
principally alter the results and conclusions of this study.
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g ( E )  N0

In Eq. (5.4)



 E2

1
2

2

e 2

(5.4)

2

is the DOS standard deviation and N 0 the total state density.

Charge carrier propagation in the simulations occurred via stochastic hopping/charge
transfer events between lattice sites, where occupancy of a single site by more than one
carrier was prohibited due to the high energy associated with the Coulomb interaction
between two closely placed carriers. For the sake of comparison between the
thermoelectric properties of bare charge transport and polaron transport, both MillerAbrahams hopping

33

and Marcus

34

theory charge transfer were used. These are shown in

Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.6) respectively.


 E j  Ei   E j  Ei
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(5.5)
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(5.6)

Equations (5.5) and (5.6) express the hopping rates between site i and site j , Ei and E j
represent the site energies, rij the effective distance between the sites and K B the
Boltzmann's constant.  0 in Eq. (5.5) is the hopping attempt rate coefficient and Ea in Eq.
(5.6) is the polaron activation energy. The transfer integral J 0 connecting sites i and j ,



appearing in Eq. (5.6) was taken to be J 0  exp 2 rij



where  , also appearing in Eq.

(5.5), represents the carrier inverse localization length. For the sake of completeness we
note that alternative expressions to Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), which have been imported from
extraneous fields in physics, have been theoretically devised specifically for such systems
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and subsequent conductive and thermoelectric properties resulting from them have been
discussed in

31,35,36

. These frameworks are, nevertheless, not within the scope of this

present study.
During a simulation run, every hopping event time and destination was determined by
drawing a random dwell time via Eq. (5.7) for the origin site closest 125 neighboring sites
and selecting the site associated with the shortest drawn dwell time.

 ij  

1
ln  x 
Wij

(5.7)

Here x is a number generated randomly within the interval [0,1]. In all simulations the

 1  , the average distance between
3
 cm 

system total density of states was N 0  1021

nearest neighboring sites being

a  107 cm and the inverse localization length being

  5 107 cm1 . All simulations were run under low field conditions with F  103 

V 
.
 cm 

More Information regarding the dynamic MCS can be found in 11,15,37,38.
To expand the physical picture we also included spatial correlations (correlated GDM) and
off-diagonal disorder (off-diagonal GDM). Spatial correlations were introduced following

1

where initially all sites were assigned energy values U i drawn randomly from the DOS
function and subsequently were replaced by the spatially averaged energy values calculated
using Eq. (5.8):

Ei  N



1
2

 M  r U
ij

j

(5.8)

j

where

M  rij  

1 rij  K
0 rij  K
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(5.9)

In Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) N is the normalization factor set to yield the desired DOS standard
deviation and

K is the cutoff radius determining the number of sites over which averaging

is performed.
Off-diagonal disorder, usually attributed to the variability of molecular orbital orientations
and positions in realistic systems

10,11,39

, was introduced following

10

. Variability of the

transfer integrals corresponding to neighboring molecules, was implemented by drawing
the effective distance rij between nearest neighboring and next nearest neighboring sites
randomly from the interval

[ Rij  , Rij  ]

where, Rij is the effective distance between

sites prior to including the off-diagonal disorder and  the parameter defining the disorder
magnitude. Un-physically high transfer integrals were prohibited and a minimum cutoff
effective distance of rij 

1
a between sites was enforced.
2

Measurement of the Peltier coefficient (Eq. (5.1)) in the simulations required measuring the
system energy dependent conductivity function   E  and calculating the system's quasichemical potential via Eq. (5.10)


n   g  E  f  E, EF  dE


where

n

(5.10)

is the carrier density in the system and f  E , EF  the Fermi-Dirac distribution

function. Direct measurement of the energy dependent conductivity was initially conducted
by maintaining a histogram D  E  , of the distances hopped by carriers along and against
the field bias as function of energy. When a carrier hopped along (against) the field bias to a
site with energy E , the distance which it hopped was added (reduced) to (from) D  E  .
The current density J  E  , proportional to D  E  , and the conductivity   E  ,
proportional to J  E  via Ohm's law, were subsequently calculated. This methodology was
found to be consistent with that in

31

given that Eq. (5.5) is used to express the carriers’

82

hopping rates and consistent to a good approximation provided that Eq. (5.6) is used (see
Eq. (5.5) in 31).
Attaining sufficiently smooth results using the described methodology required ,
nevertheless, extremely long simulation times due to carrier adjacent site oscillations

15

and

circular trajectories. Thus, to circumvent this hindrance, a considerably more efficient
approximate method was devised. In it, only hopping events in which a carrier hopped into
a lattice plane which it has not previously visited were registered in D  E  . (Note that
events in which a carrier arrived to a lattice plane that it had previously visited, but did so
after propagating through a periodic lattice boundary an odd number of times since its last
visit, were accounted for in D  E  .)

5.3 Results
A comparison between the normalized energy dependent conductivity functions   E 
attained by the two methods described above is presented in Figure 5.1. This figure shows
the measured conductivity as a function of energy,   E  , taking the center of the DOS as

E  0 . Figure a presents results for DOS standard deviation   1K BT0 and Figure b for

  3K BT0

where

T0  298o K and the assumed carrier density was 1017cm-3. Note that

while we indicate absolute charge densities in the simulations, it is the fraction of the total
density of states (N0) that is of physical importance. The symbols represent results obtained
through the direct method and the lines are the results of the approximated, and fast,
method. The square symbols and dotted lines were calculated using the GDM picture and
round symbols and full lines are the result of the correlated GDM model. Good agreement
between the outputs of the two methods can be observed. Using the data in Figure and Eq.
(5.1) we calculated the Peltier coefficients resulting from the direct and approximated
method. We found a deviation of only ~0.3% for

  1K BT0

and ~2% for

  3K BT0

between the two methods. In the context of the present study, these differences are
negligible.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between the direct (symbols) and approximate (solid and dotted lines)
methods for measuring   E  under the premise of the GDM (Squares and dotted lines) and the
correlated GDM (Circles and Solid lines) for which K  3 . Results in (a) were obtained from
simulations run with a DOS standard deviation   K BT0 (DOS functions represented with dashed
lines) and in (b) from simulations run with
obtained from simulations run at

  3K BT0 ,

where

T0  298o K .

All data was

T  300o K and with carrier density n  1017 

1 
.
3
 cm 

For the rest of the paper we present results which were obtained by utilizing the
approximate method only to measure   E  . The thermoelectric properties of the GDM
were calculated with the aid of Eqs. (5.1), (5.2) and (5.10) as function of temperature, carrier
density and the disorder parameter  . Similarly, the thermoelectric properties as function
of the aforementioned variables were subsequently calculated under the premise of the
GDM variants in which either spatial correlations in the system's energetic landscape were
incorporated, off-diagonal disorder was included, or, the Miller-Abrahams hopping
expression, Eq. (5.5), was replaced with that of Marcus theory, Eq. (5.6). For convenience
sake, results are presented in the form of the absolute values of the computed Seebeck
coefficients and are referred to in the text for conciseness as the 'Seebeck coefficient values'
rather than the 'absolute values of the Seebeck coefficients'.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Seebeck coefficient values obtained from MCS as function of temperature with carier

T  300o K . (c)
o
and (d) present the transport energy Et as function of carrier density at temperature T  300 K
17
3
and as function of temperature with carrier density n  10 cm , respectively. All results were
obtained for a system with a Gaussian DOS with standard deviation   3K BT0 . In all subfigures
density

n  1017 cm3

and (b) as function of the carrier density at temperature

diamonds correspond to the GDM, circles to the correlated GDM, with K  3 , triangles to the
GDM implemented under the premise of polaron transport with an activation energy
Ea  0.15eV and squares to the off-diagonal GDM , with   7 .

Results in Figure 5.2 were calculated for disorder parameter   3K BT0 . Figure 5.2a
3

shows the Seebeck coefficient measured as function of temperature (for n  10 cm )
17

and Figure 5.2b shows it as a function of carrier density (for

T  300o K ). The various

lines correspond to the different models used. These are the GDM (diamonds), the
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correlated GDM (circles), the off-diagonal disorder GDM (squares) and the GDM under
the premise of polaron transport (triangles). To facilitate the physical understanding we
show in Figure 5.2c and Figure 5.2d the corresponding transport energy values deduced
using:


Et 

   E  EdE
   E  dE





As figure 5.2 shows, the functional form of the Seebeck coefficient is similar for all
the physical scenarios tested and cannot be used to experimentally differentiate
between them. In fact the Seebeck coefficient dependence on carrier density and
temperature exhibited in Figure , corresponds qualitatively to experimental results
found in the literature 40–42. Figure teaches us two additional important issues. First,
unlike the mobility

43

or the carrier heating phenomena

44

the Seebeck coefficient is

practically not affected by the existence of a polaron binding energy

29

as the

differences found are within the 2% error of our method. Second, spatial correlation
or off-diagonal disorder would decrease and increase the Seebeck coefficient,
respectively. These differences can be understood with the aid of Figure 2c and 5.2d.
Quantitatively, transport energy values obtained in this study under the premise of
the GDM are lower by 50-100 meV than transport energy values found in 13,14, but do
coincide with transport energy values calculated in 15. (We note that as pointed out in
45

the discrepancy between the aforementioned methods results from a difference in

the quantity that is being calculated. Namely, while here and in
through which most carrier propagation occurs, in
affiliated

with

the rate

13,14

15

it is the energy

it is the effective

energy

determining step of the transport process

46

.)

Incorporating spatial correlations within the system energetic landscape results in the
lowering of the transport energy and decrease of the Seebeck coefficient.
Alternatively, the inclusion of off-diagonal disorder in the system results in the rising
of the transport energy and increase of the Seebeck coefficient.
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Figure 5.3: (a, c, e) Seebeck coefficient and (b, d, f) Transport energy as function of  for different
physical scenarios. (a, b) correlated GDM, (c, d) off-diagonal GDM and (e, f) the GDM implemented
under the premise of polaron transport. All corresponding model parameter values are presented in
subfigure legends.
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As the degree of disorder varies between materials we look into the effect of the disorder
parameter,
parameter




. The Seebeck coefficient and transport energy dependence on the disorder
under the premise of the different model variants for a range of parameter

values are presented in Fig. 3. The data was obtained from simulations run at T  300K
and carrier density of

n  1017 cm3 . In Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b, the lowering of the transport

level and decrease of the Seebeck coefficient due to the incorporation of spatial correlations
within the system energetic landscape, can be seen to be augmented as



increases. The

predominant effect seems to follow the actual incorporation of correlations ( K

 1 ) while a

further increase of the spatial correlations parameter leads to a somewhat weaker effect.
The rising of the transport energy and increase of the Seebeck coefficient (seen in Figs. 5.3c
and 5.3d) due to the inclusion of off-diagonal disorder in the GDM can be seen to also be
augmented as



increases. Concomitantly, the incorporation of moderate off-diagonal

disorder    4  seems sufficient to give rise to the most noticeable effect while further
increase of  leads to slighter attenuations in the computed values. The rising of the
transport energy due to the inclusion of off-diagonal disorder can be attributed to the
reduction of approximately half the distances between nearest neighboring sites in the
system, thereby rendering higher energy sites as more probable hopping destinations.
Conversely, spatial correlations within the system energetic landscape increase the
probability for carriers to locate hopping destinations nearer in energy to their origin site
energy thereby leading to an overall decrease of the energies which carriers attain when
propagating through the system. Figs. 5.3e and 5.3f correspond to Fig. 5.2 as well showing
that Seebeck coefficient and transport energy values obtained from simulations run with
different polaron activation energies are notably similar to those obtained in simulations of
bare charge carrier transport (Eq. (5.5)).

5.5 Discussion & Conclusions
Results presented in this letter manifest the information contained in the thermoelectric
properties of disordered organic semiconductors regarding charge transport in these
systems. It can, thus, be deduced that conducting combined thermoelectric and transport
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experiments would lead to more robust, accurate and transparent representations of the
charge transport process in these systems. To be concrete we bring below a few examples
of how such a combination can be beneficially used in experiments.
As a first example, extracting the DOS function within an organic field effect transistor
channel can be done using charge carrier density dependent measurements of the Seebeck
coefficient. As seen in Fig. 5.2, the transport energy depends very weakly on the carrier
density up to very high densities, hence, by measuring the Seebeck coefficient as function of
gate voltage

S VG 

one can deduce the dependence of the system quasi-chemical

potential on applied gate voltage

EF VG  .

dependence on the applied gate voltage
as that utilized in

47,48

g E.

n VG 

can be obtained using a methodology such

. Consequently, the relation between the carrier density and the

system quasi-chemical potential
system DOS

Concomitantly, the system carrier density

n  EF 

can be deduced and from it via Eq. (5.10) the

Moreover, since the numerical method to calculate the Seebeck

coefficient presented here is fast, it is possible to run it using a varying DOS function to
obtain best fits to real DOS functions, i.e. beyond Gaussian only.
Reports on high mobility organic materials have resurfaced the question whether the
transport in such materials should be described as hopping transport or would it be better
described using the multiple trapping scenario in the presence of extended band-like states.
Based on the results shown in Figure 5.2 we suggest to address this question using
temperature dependent measurements. While within hopping transport the transport
energy is noticeably temperature dependent (Fig. 5.2d), the mobility edge in multi-trapping
transport is temperature independent given that the band gap temperature dependence

49

is factored out. Thus, having established the shape of the DOS either through the above
method or other methods

9,47

it is possible to deduce

EF  T 

for a given charge density

using a methodology similar to that presented in 50. With this information the temperature
dependence of the transport energy can be deduced from
and from it the nature of the states which are located in it.
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Et T   qT  S T   EF T 

,

An additional prospect arising from the presented results is the ability to discern the extent
to which a system's activation energy is associated with energetic disorder or a polaronic
activation energy. The near equality of the transport energy values corresponding to bare
charge transport and polaron transport reveals that through measuring a system's transport
and thermoelectric properties, its polaronic activation energy can be deduced. This is due to
the polaronic activation energy finding manifestation in the mobility of the system (every
carrier step in the system is slowed on average by a factor proportional to

 E 
exp   a 
 K BT 

while finding only very minute, if at all, manifestation in the system’s Seebeck coefficient, as
seen in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.
Assuming that transport can indeed be described using the GDM and its variants, another
immediate implication is the possibility to examine the consistency of the incorporation of
spatial correlations in the system's energetic landscape or the inclusion of off-diagonal
disorder with thermoelectric experimental data. The above are known to bear signatures on
the system's mobility field dependence

10,11

and where observed, can, using the framework

presented here, be cross correlated with system Seebeck coefficient values. For example,
the attribution of the Pool-Frenkel behavior over a wide range of fields present in many
disordered organic systems, to spatial correlations

1

can be re-inspected and subsequently

strengthened or refuted. This may be done by extracting the GDM parameters yielding the
best fits to a system’s experimental mobility field dependence and using the framework
presented here to compare Seebeck coefficient values obtained for the model with those
measured experimentally.
To conclude, in this letter we have investigated the thermoelectric properties of disordered
organic semiconductors under the premise of the GDM and its variants. In doing so we have
aimed to address recent raising interest in disordered organic semiconductors' potential for
thermoelectric applications and provide new dimensions to quantitatively compare
between the GDM framework and its variants with real systems. Such comparisons
conducted along with standard transport measurements, as discussed above, bear the
potential to elucidate qualitative aspects regarding the transport process as well as advance
the capabilities to model it more accurately and credibly.
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6.1 Abstract
By implementing Monte Carlo simulations and employing the concept of effective
temperature we explore the effects of an applied field bias on the charge carrier statistics
and Peltier coefficient in hopping systems subject to the parameter range applicable to
disordered organic semiconductors. Distinct differences are found between the observed
field dependences as obtained from systems in which energetic disorder is spatially
correlated and those in which it is not. Considerable differences are also found between the
charge carrier statistics and the Peltier coefficient’s field dependence in systems in which
charge is transported by bare charge carriers and systems in which it is propagated by
polarons. Peltier coefficient field dependence investigations are, hence, proposed as a new
tool for studying charge transport and thermoelectricity in disordered organic
semiconductors and systems which exhibit thermally activated transport in general.
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6.2 Introduction
Organic electronics is a rapidly developing field of research, leading to new paradigms in the
design of light emitting diodes 1, chemical sensors
applications

5,6

2,3

, solar cells

4

and biocompatible

, etc. Interest in employment of organic semiconductors for thermoelectric

uses has risen in recent years too, leading to an increasing number of studies targeted
towards mapping and understanding the thermoelectric attributes of these materials

7–10

.

Concurrently, advocacy has also been put forward towards using thermoelectric studies for
gaining new insight regarding the fundamental mechanisms underlying charge transport in
these systems and promoting more accurate representations of the phenomenon 11–13.
Charge transport in organic electronic devices has been in recent decades largely analyzed
using the Gaussian disorder model (GDM) and its variants

14–18

. This set of models has been

frequently utilized for device design and data analysis and has routinely yielded good
agreement between experiments and model outputs. Nevertheless, its validity remains
questioned due to the number of free parameters it possesses, the lack of a definitive
physical meaning of its parameters and its deficiency to consistently account for sets of
experiments, i.e. it is often unable to account for the data while keeping parameter values
unchanged.
In an effort to promote the accuracy and credibility of charge transport modeling in
disordered organic semiconductors, we have in a recent publication studied the quasiequilibrium thermoelectric properties of the GDM and its variants

13

. The implications of

implementing thermoelectric studies in conjunction with standard transport ones were
discussed as well, rooted in the augmentation of the extent of data to which transport
models need to abide to, thus, reducing arbitrariness in the fitting of their outputs to
experimental data.
In the present study we wish to extend our investigation of the thermoelectric properties of
the GDM and its variants into the realm of non-equilibrium transport, namely the realm in
which charge carriers are subject to a moderate to strong field bias. It is found that the
system's Peltier coefficient, computed numerically, exhibits a field dependence stemming
from carrier heating
semiconductors

22

19–21

, in qualitative similarity with behavior found in crystalline

. Interestingly, it is found that introducing spatial correlations into the
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system’s energetic disorder (i.e. implementing the correlated GDM (CGDM)) mounts to
significant differences in the Peltier coefficient’s field dependence from that obtained under
the premise of the GDM. Moreover, considerable differences are found in the Peltier
coefficient's field dependence between systems in which charge is transported by bare
carriers and systems in which it is transported by polarons.
The described study was implemented using the concept of effective temperature

19–21

.

Employing it entailed that while the system under investigation was subject to moderate or
strong fields, the statistical distribution of charge carriers in it followed, to a good
approximation, a Fermi-Dirac distribution parameterized by an effective temperature TEff
and effective quasi-chemical potential (EQCP)  Eff . Namely, Carriers propagated through
the system in a state of effective quasi-equilibrium characterized by a temperature higher
than that of the system phonon bath. The Peltier coefficient was computed using Eq. (6.1)
23,24

into which the proper carriers’ effective temperature and concomitant EQCP were

incorporated,



1
qJ tot

  E    J  E  dE


Eff



(6.1)

where in Eq. (6.1) q is the carrier charge, J  E  the system's energy dependent current


density, J tot   J  E  dE the total current density and


F

the applied field.

6.3 Methods
Computing the field dependent Peltier coefficient via Eq. (6.1) required computing the
system’s energy dependent current density J  E  and the carrier EQCP. Monte-Carlo
Simulations (MCS) were, thus, implemented to compute these quantities. To compute the
energy dependent current density we measured the distance propagated by carriers as a
function of their energy D  E  . Simulations were initially allowed to reach steady state
conditions upon which a histogram D  E  accounting for the accumulated distance
propagated by carriers along the applied field bias as function of energy was constructed
98

and subsequently maintained for the rest of the simulations run time. This entailed that
every time a carrier hopped along the field bias from a site with energy E ' to a site with
energy E , the distance hopped over was added to D  E '  and D  E  . Conversely, when
a carrier hopped against the field direction from a site with energy E ' to a site with energy
E , the distance hopped over was subtracted from D  E '  and D  E  . The energy

dependent current density, proportional to D  E  , was subsequently obtained.
The described methodology was found to be efficient when applied in simulations run under

V 

moderate to high fields  F  105
 , and hence, very short simulation times sufficed. A
cm 

V 

limited number of low field simulations  F  103
 required, nevertheless, significantly
cm 

longer simulation times due to circular carrier trajectories and adjacent site oscillations
prevalent at low fields

13,25

. An alternative methodology, described in ref. 13, circumventing

these hindrances was, thus, implemented for the low field simulations. The EQCP and the
system effective temperature were obtained by fitting Eq. (6.2) to the carrier occupation
distributions (ODs) extracted from the MCS,

n  E   g  E  f  E, Eff , TEff 

(6.2)



where in Eq. (6.2) g  E  is the system electronic density of states (DOS) and f E, Eff , TEff



the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
The MCS were implemented on three dimensional cubic lattices for which periodic
boundary conditions were defined. Each site in these lattices represented a localized
electronic state and was assigned an energy drawn randomly from the system pre-assigned
DOS which for concreteness was taken to be in the form of a Gaussian,

g ( E )  N0

1
2 2

 E2

e 2

2

(6.3)

where in Eq. (6.3)  represents the DOS standard deviation and N 0 the number of states
per unit volume in the system.
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To enable comparison between systems in which energetic disorder was correlated with
those in which it was not, MCS were also implemented under the premise of the CGDM.
Spatial correlations were introduced following ref.
was assigned an energy value

Ui

26

. Here, each site in the system lattice

drawn randomly from the DOS function and was

subsequently replaced by a spatially averaged energy value calculated using Eqs. (6.4) and
(6.5),

Ei  N



1
2

 M  r U
ij

(6.4)

j

j

M  rij  

1 rij  K
0 rij  K

(6.5)

where in Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) N is a normalization factor set to yield the desired DOS
standard deviation and

K is the cutoff radius determining the number of sites over which

averaging is performed.
Simulation dynamics were governed by stochastic charge carrier hopping events between
lattice sites, where the occupancy of a single site by two carriers was prohibited due to the
large Coulomb energy associated with closely placed carriers. To enable a comparison
between the Peltier coefficient’s field dependence under the premise of bare charge
27

transport and polaron transport, both Miller-Abrahams’

and Marcus theory’s 28 hopping

rate expressions were used, Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) respectively.

 E j  Ei   E j  Ei
Wij   o exp  2 rij 

2 K BT

J2 

Wij 

 4 Ea K BT






2

E j  Ei   E j  Ei  


E
a



 exp  
 K BT
2 K BT
16 K BTEa 




(6.6)

(6.7)

In Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) which express the hopping rates between sites i and site j , Ei and

E j represent the site energies, rij the effective distance between the sites and K B
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Boltzmann's constant.  0 in Eq. (6.6) represents the hopping attempt rate coefficient and

Ea in Eq. (6.7) represents the polaron activation energy. The transfer integral J connecting





sites i and j , appearing in Eq. (6.7), was taken to be J  J 0 exp 2 rij where

 , also

appearing in Eq. (6.6), is the carrier inverse localization length and J 0 is a constant
prefactor.
The time and destination of a hopping event in the simulations was determined by the
drawing of a random dwell time via Eq. (6.8) for each of the 125 closest sites to a selected
carrier's position and picking the site associated with the shortest drawn dwell time,
 ij  

1
ln  x 
Wij

(6.8)

where x in Eq. (6.8) represents a number generated randomly within the interval [0,1]. In
all simulations the number of states per unit volume in the system was taken to be

N0  1021 cm3 , meaning the average distance between nearest neighboring sites was
7
1
a  107 cm . The inverse localization length was taken to be   5 10 cm and the

system DOS standard deviation was set to   3K BT0 with T0  300 K . Further
information regarding the implementation of the simulations can be found in refs.

13,25,29

.

6.4 Results & Discussion
Typical ODs and energy dependent current density distributions obtained from the MCS are
presented in Fig. 6.1. Fig. 6.1a presents ODs obtained under steady state conditions from
simulations run under field biases F  105 V (squares) and F  2 106 V (circles),
cm
cm
where for reference the normalized DOS function used in the simulations is displayed also. A
considerable upward shift and broadening of the OD due to the increasing of the field bias
can be observed. The best fits of Eq. (6.2) to the MCS ODs are presented in Fig. 6.1a as well
(solid lines), where the effective temperatures corresponding to the presented fits are
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TEff  304 K and TEff  786 K for the F  105 V and F  2 106 V
cm

distributions,

cm
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Figure 6.1: (a) The carrier occupation distributions taken from MCS implemented under the premise
of the GDM with a DOS standard deviation   3K BT0 where T0  300 K , carrier density

n  4 1015 cm3 and field biases F  105Vcm1 (Squares) and F  2  106Vcm1 (circles). The
system normalized DOS is represented with a dashed line. Solid lines represent the best fits of Eq.
(6.2) to the respective ODs. The fit to the OD obtained from the F  105Vcm1 simulation yielded
Eff  0.312eV and TEff  304K and for that obtained from the F  2 106Vcm1
simulation yielded

Eff  0.579eV and TEff  786 K . (b) The normalized energy dependent

current density (line with circles) taken from a MCS run with field bias F  105Vcm1 . Shown
along with it are the OD (squares and dotted line which has been smooth averaged) and normalized
DOS (dashed line) taken from the same simulation.

The energy dependent current density distribution obtained from the F  105 V MCS is
cm
presented in Fig. 6.1b. Presented along with it is the OD obtained from the same simulation
(displayed in Fig. 6.1a as well) and the normalized system DOS. In similarity with the ODs,
the energy dependent current density distributions shifted up in energy as field bias was
increased, however, in a more subtle manner as will be observed.
The field dependence of the effective temperature, EQCP, transport energy and the
system's Peltier coefficient obtained under the premise of the GDM (squares) and the
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CGDM (triangles) are presented in Fig. 6.2. The effective temperature and EQCP field
dependences are displayed in Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b respectively. The error bars in the figures
represent the parameters range over which reasonable fits of Eq. (6.2) to the ODs extracted
from the MCS data were attainable. The effective temperature obtained from the GDM
simulations can be seen to rise as the field bias is increased in accordance with previous
studies

19–21

, while the EQCP is found to concurrently decrease. Both are found to saturate

at F  3 106 , an effect which can be attributed to the system DOS energetic width relative
to

the

energetic

drop

associated

with

hopping

in

the

field

direction

(i.e.

  0.077eV  Fa  0.3eV ). Namely, for Miller Abrahams hopping (Eq. (6.6)) which is
maximal for energetically downward hopping events, at such field magnitudes further
increase of the field bias will not substantially increase the energetic range of sites in the
system DOS to which carriers will be prone to hop to and therefore "heat up". We found





that changing the carrier density up to moderate densities n  5  1017 cm3 did not affect
effective temperature values, consistent with ref.

21

. Nevertheless, increasing the carrier

density in the system lead to the increase of the EQCP as could be expected.
Calculating the field dependent Peltier coefficient using Eq. (6.1) required extracting the
energy dependent current density distributions from the MCS. The distributions’ field
dependence is depicted in Fig. 6.2c using the transport energy as defined in Eq. (6.9).



Et 

 J  E  EdE
 J  E  dE



(6.9)



The transport energy as defined here refers to the average energy through which charge
carriers propagate through the system. This definition needs to be differentiated, as has
been pointed out in ref. 30, from the commonly referred to ‘transport energy’ or ‘effective
transport energy’ which relates to the rate limiting step of the transport process and which
meaning stems from the variable range hopping principle framework

23,31

. In similarity with

the effective temperature's field dependence, the transport energy rises as the field bias is
103

increased and saturates at F  3 106 . However, it exhibits a more subtle field dependence
than the EQCP, shifting by only E

0.05eV over the entire simulated range. No

dependence of the transport energy on the simulated carrier density was found within the
simulated range of parameters.
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Figure 6.2: Comaprison between the GDM and CGDM field dependences of the (a) effective
temperature (b) EQCP (c) transport energy and (d) Peltier coefficient. All data was taken from
simulations implemented with a DOS standard deviation   3K BT0 where T0  300 K
and with carrier density n  4  1015 cm3 .

The Peltier coefficient field dependence under the premise of the GDM is displayed in Fig.
6.2d (squares). It rises with field bias and features a distinct correlation in its field
104

dependence with that of the effective temperature. Such a correlation could be expected
given that the Peltier coefficient can be expressed as   Et   Eff . As with the effective
temperature and the transport energy, altering the carrier density in the simulations did not
qualitatively affect the Peltier coefficient's field dependence. Quantitatively, nevertheless,
due to the EQCP’s carrier density dependence, the Peltier coefficient was found to exhibit a
carrier density dependence at all fields similar to that found in quasi-equilibrium conditions
13

.

To study the effects resulting from spatial correlations in the system’s disorder, MCS were
also implemented under the premise of the CGDM. The correlation parameter (defined in
Eq. (6.5)) was set to K  3 , representing realistically spatially correlated systems 26. Results
obtained from the CGDM simulations are presented in Fig. 6.2 (triangles). In similarity with
results obtained under the premise of the GDM (squares), a rise of the effective
temperature (Fig. 6.2a) and concurrent decrease of the EQCP (Fig. 6.2b) until saturation is
reached can be observed. Contrast between the two model outputs can be observed as well
where the effective temperature rise and the EQCP concurrent fall within the CGDM occur
at considerably lower fields , consistent with findings presented in

21

. The occurrence of

carrier heating at lower fields within the CGDM can be linked to the extension of the PoolFrenkel like effect into lower fields known to occur within the correlated GDM

16,26

. Indeed,

this linkage manifests the notion underlying the effective temperature concept which
attributes the mobility’s field dependence to carrier heating

18–21

. The transport energy

obtained from the CGDM MCS (triangles) is presented in Fig. 6.2c. It too, like the
corresponding effective temperature rises at distinctly lower fields than the GDM’s
transport energy. The CGDM transport energy additionally maintains lower values than that
of the GDM across the simulated range, consistently with results obtained previously at low
field conditions 13. We attribute these differences to the higher probability of carriers within
the CGDM to locate hopping target sites nearer in energy to their origin site (due to the
presence of energetic correlations between neighboring sites) when propagating through
the system. Thus, in comparison with the GDM the energetic difference between the
carriers’ OD and transport energy within the CGDM is smaller.

105

A comparison between the Peltier coefficient’s field dependences obtained from the CGDM
(triangles) and GDM (squares) (Fig. 6.2d), leads to a similar observation to that obtained
from comparing the corresponding effective temperature field dependences. Here too, the
Peltier coefficient obtained from the CGDM rises at considerably lower fields than that of
the GDM, the difference, bearing the potential for serving as a new platform for
distinguishing between systems in which disorder is correlated and those in which it is not.
Determining the extent to which an experimentally measured system's activation energy
originates from energetic disorder or from a polaronic reorganization energy has been
regarded as another important yet elusive matter in the context of transport in disordered
organic semiconductors. In ref.

13

a strategy to distinguish between these two contributors

to the activation energy was proposed using Seebeck coefficient measurements. Here, the
potential of employing field dependence Peltier coefficient measurements to distinguish
between the two is explored. A comparison between results obtained from MCS
implemented under the premise of the GDM and MCS implemented under the premise of
the polaronic GDM is shown in Fig. 6.3. GDM results are represented with squares and
polaronic GDM results with triangles and circles. The effect of the polaron activation energy
Ea on the polaronic GDM outputs is examined as well and results obtained from simulations

implemented with two different activation energies Ea  0.125eV and Ea  0.25eV
are presented. A comparison between the systems’ effective temperature and EQCP field
dependences is presented in Figs. 3a and 3b respectively. The effective temperature
obtained from the polaronic GDM MCS rises with the field bias, as the EQCP concurrently
decreases. In contrast, to the corresponding GDM outputs, however, and in consistency
with ref.

20

, their concurrent rise and decline is suppressed up to exceedingly high fields (

F  4 106

V ), the suppression increasing as the polaron activation energy is raised. The
cm

suppression of carrier heating under the premise of the polaron GDM can be attributed to
the increase of the polaronic charge transfer rate (Eq. (6.7)) with the magnitude of the
energetic drop associated with a charge transfer event, this, in contrast with the Miller
Abrahams hopping rate (Eq. (6.6)) which is constant for down energy hopping 20.
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Figure 6.3: Comaprison between the GDM and polaronic GDM field dependences of the
(a) effective temperature (b) EQCP (c) transport energy and (d) Peltier coefficient. All
data was taken from simulations implemented with a DOS standard deviation
  3K BT0 where T0  300 K and with carrier density n  4 1015 cm3 .

A comparison between the transport energy field dependences obtained from the polaronic
GDM simulations (triangles and circles) with that obtained from the GDM simulation
(squares) is presented in Fig. 6.3c. The transport energy field dependences obtained from
the polaronic GDM MCS are similar to that obtained from the GDM MCS up to

F  2  106

V
, but in contrast to it do not exhibit saturation at high fields. The Peltier
cm

coefficient field dependences obtained from the two models are presented in Fig. 6.3d. As
could be expected, the Peltier coefficient field dependences are correlated with the
107

respective effective temperature field dependences shown in Fig. 6.3a.

The Peltier

coefficient rise with applied field under the premise of the polaronic GDM is, thus,
suppressed, the suppression increasing as the polaron activation energy is raised. The
suppression of carrier heating and the Peltier coefficient’s increase with field under the
premise of the polaronic GDM can be attributed to the increase of the polaronic charge
transfer rate (Eq. (6.7)) with the magnitude of the energetic drop associated with a charge
transfer event, namely the deeper a site is energetically the more will carriers be prone to
hop to it. This, in contrast with the Miller Abrahams hopping rate (Eq. (6.6)) which is
independent of the magnitude of the energetic drop associated with a hopping event 20.
The comparison between the two models' Peltier coefficients illustrates how field
dependent Peltier coefficient measurements can help determine the nature of charge
carriers in systems which exhibit thermally activated transport. It should be additionally be
borne in mind that systems which activation energy is predominantly polaronic, will present
negligible Peltier coefficient field dependences, rendering the difference between Polaron
dominated systems and disorder dominated systems yet greater than observed in Fig. 6.3.

6.5 Conclusions
To conclude, by implementing MCS and employing the effective temperature concept we
have investigated the effect of an applied field bias on a system’s OD, energy dependent
current density and Peltier coefficient under the premise of the GDM and its variants. The
system Peltier coefficient was found to increase with field bias and to correlate with the
system effective temperature. In consistency with previous results, the effective
temperature rise with field bias was found to occur at substantially lower fields within the
CGDM than within the GDM. Correspondingly, the Peltier coefficient’s increase with field
bias within the CGDM also occurred at lower fields than within the GDM. Conversely, a
suppression of the Peltier coefficient’s increase with field up to exceedingly high fields was
found to occur under the premise of polaron transport, the suppression strength increasing
with the polaron activation energy.
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In light of the presented findings we envision Peltier coefficient field dependence
measurements

32

, to bear a potential of serving as a new tool for studying charge transport

and thermoelectricity in disordered organic semiconductors and systems which exhibit
thermally activated charge transport in general.
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Chapter 7 - A Comprehensive study of the
Effects of Chain Morphology on the
Transport Properties of Disordered Polymer
Films

113

7.1 Abstract
By implementing Monte Carlo simulations of charge carrier transport on artificially
manufactured polymer films, we investigate the effects of chain morphology on these
systems’ transport properties. To place the polymer morphology in the context of previous
work, the effects of energetic disorder and charge transfer mechanisms are included in the
study as well. Morphological attributes that are found to be of particular importance are the
electronic states’ neighboring statistics, the extent to which on-chain rapid carrier
propagation is present in the system and the polymer conjugation segments' lengths. In
contrast, the chains' lengths and their 'rigidity' are found to have only a moderate effect. It
is found additionally that for the polymer morphology to enable significant enhancement of
transport in these systems, it is essential that the energetic disorder in them be below 3KT.
The study’s results, thus, provide new understanding regarding the influence of chain
morphology on the transport properties of disordered polymer films, thereby yielding new
insight towards strategies for their improvement.
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7.2 Introduction
Recent realizations of disordered polymer films characterized by high charge carrier
mobilities have triggered considerable interest due to their high technological potential

1–6

.

Reasoning regarding the underlying causes to the high mobility values displayed in these
systems has pointed to great extent towards the presence of rapid charge transport along
the polymer chain backbones, as has been observed in Terahertz and Microwave
experiments 7. Given this perspective, thus, high mobilities observed in semi-crystalline
materials are envisioned to arise from fast carrier transport through these systems’
crystalline regions interconnected by polymer chains

1,8

. In fully amorphous materials in

contrast, high mobility values are envisioned to arise solely from on-chain rapid charge
propagation

2,3

. Additional reasoning for the attained high mobility values in these systems

have included exceptionally low energetic disorder 4,9 and short carrier trap lifetimes due to
‘self healing’ induced by on-going polymer conformational changes 9.
To study the effects of rapid on-chain charge propagation on the bulk transport properties
of these systems, Monte Carlo transport simulations were implemented on artificial
computationally constructed polymer films. Implemented simulation algorithms were
rooted in the Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM) framework given its wide and prominent use
for modeling charge transport in disordered organic semiconductors. Formulating the
studied model on the basis of the GDM framework, thus, allowed natural comparison of
obtained findings with standard results obtained from the GDM framework

10–13

, facilitating

discernment of the particular effects induced by the specific attributes focused on in this
study.
In addition to focusing on the effects induced by rapid on-chain charge propagation and its
interplay with energetic disorder, the presented study also attempts to provide a broad
investigation of the influence of the polymer chains’ morphology on the system’s transport
properties. In this sense, the endeavor can be regarded as complementary to ab-intio
studies which focus on particular systems (material structures) and their specific
microscopic attributes

4,5,9,14,15

, but focus less on exploring the effects of these attributes

over a range of values of the parameters that define them.
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By studying a wide range of chain morphologies we have identified a finite set of film
morphology attributes which, together with the energetic disorder, govern the transport
properties of the studied systems. We present our results mainly as a function of these
attributes which are:


The site neighboring statistics, i.e. the average number of neighbor sites each site in the
system has at a given distance.



The ratio between transfer integral values associated with intra-chain nearest neighboring
sites and those associated with inter-chain nearest neighboring sites. It is this ratio that
determines the extent to which rapid on-chain carrier propagation is present in the system.



The chains’ length L over which rapid transport can occur. Here it is stressed that L does
not represent the length of whole polymers, but rather the length of polymer-segments
over which continues rapid carrier propagation can occur. Namely, in a realistic system
polymer chains are known to typically be broken into segments which are weakly coupled to
each other.
The average chain projections PX ,Y ,Z on the system axes and the ratio between the chains’
length to them L / PX ,Y ,Z . The latter is mainly determined by the frequency of bends and
twists in the chains and alternatively can be viewed as a measure of the chain rigidity in the
system 2,3.



The typical length LC of the polymer conjugation segments.

7.3 Methods
7.3.1 Constructing chain lattice configurations
To implement a charge transport model that stems from the GDM framework, polymer
chain segment configurations were formed on three dimensional cubic lattices by
implementing customized variations of the Slithering Snake algorithm
similar procedure put forward in

18

16,17

following a

. Chains of length L were placed in lattices of lattice

constant a , maintaining a filling factor  of all lattice sites. The system was subject to
periodic boundary conditions.
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Upon randomly placing the chains in the lattice, chain movement in the lattice was
simulated as follows. Every simulation step saw the random selection of one of the chains in
the system and correspondingly one of its ends. One of the selected ends unoccupied
nearest neighboring sites was then randomly selected and the chosen chain’s other end was
transferred into the selected unoccupied site given that the inequality x  e

Etotal
K BT

was

satisfied. Here, Etotal is the change in the system’s energy due to the considered step, x a
randomly generated number between 0 and 1 , K B Boltzmann’s constant and T the
simulation temperature. The system’s energy

Etotal

was determined by summing up all

energetic contributions Eintra associated with interfaces between sites affiliated with
different chains E and energetic contributions Einter associated with interfaces between
sites affiliated with the same chain (given that the sites are not sequentially placed within
the chain). The association of intra-chain interfaces with a larger energy than that
associated with inter-chain interfaces  Eintra  Einter  was used to limit chain self
entanglement in the manufactured LCs. To allow the control of the LCs’ chain projection
distributions  PX , PY , PZ  , additionally, an energy EP  Pi ;  i  X , Y , Z  corresponding to
i

each chain projection on the system axes was added to the total system energy Etotal .
All simulations were initially run at high temperatures T  104 K to facilitate chain mixing,
with

Einter  0.02eV

,

Eintra  1.7eV

EPX , EPY , EPZ  4.16eV .

and

To ensure spatial

homogeneity of obtained LCs, the system’s energy Etotal and the chains’ projection
distributions  PX , PY , PZ  were monitored during the runs. Thus, upon reaching steady-state
the system temperature was cooled down to T  150 K (which was low enough to allow the
attainment of homogeneous LCs, but sufficiently high for simulations to effectively run),
EPX , EPY , EPZ were set to 0.1eV , Eintra to 0.04eV and Einter kept at 0.02eV . Simulations

were then allowed to run until steady-state or near-steady-state (if convergence was
exceptionally slow) was reached again. While all the transport calculations were done on 3D
lattices, to illustrate the form of the described process’ end results, a two dimensional
example

LC

obtained from

a

simulation

N  N  80nm  80nm with chains’ length

implemented on a

lattice

of size

L  60nm and a filling factor   0.43 is
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presented in Figure 7.1 (Left). Presented along, is the LC’s distribution of chain projections
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Figure 7.1: Left) Two dimensional polymer chain configuration obtained from the
modified Slithering Snake algorithm simulation, implemented on a cubic lattice of
size N  N  80nm  80nm , with chains’ length L  60nm and a chain filling factor
  0.43 . The simulation was run at temperature T  104 K with Einter  0.02eV
, Eintra  1.7eV and EPX , EPY , EPZ  4.16eV . Upon reaching steady-state the
simulation was cooled to T  150 K and run at that temperature until steadystate was reached again with Einter  0.02eV , Eintra  0.04eV and

EPX , EPY , EPZ  0.1eV . Right) The obtained LC’s distribution of chain
projections in the ŷ direction.

7.3.2 Distance Reduction Rule
An important parameter of the system morphology is the number of neighbor sites a charge
can hop to, largely controlled by the chain filling factor. However, we found that with the
densities our algorithm can cope with 19 the number of nearest neighbors (NN) is limited to
a maximum of ~ 3 which is far below the one found for standard cubic lattices  6  used in
standard implementations of the GDM. To allow for higher neighboring statistics and to
increase the range of parameter values which can be explored in this context, a distance
reduction rule for calculating effective distances between LC sites was devised, thus,
allowing the realization of effectively denser mediums. The rule was exercised for sites
corresponding to different chains by effectively reducing the distance between them by one
lattice constant a under the condition that between the chain sites resides at least one
118

vacant site which center is distanced less than a or a from the line segment connecting the
2

2

chain sites’ centers. Figure 7.2 exemplifies the application of the rule, according to which
the effective distances r1 and r2 become r1  a and r2 





5  1 a instead of r1  2a and

r2  5a respectively.

r1 r2

Figure 7.2: The devised distance reduction rule: for the two neighboring polymer chains located in
proximity, the distances r1  2a and r2  5a are truncated to the effective distances r1  a and
r2  5  1 a .





7.3.3 Charge Transport Simulations
Charge transport was simulated using Monte Carlo simulations (MCs), employing the LCs
constructed using the methodology described above. Simulation were implemented in
similarity to standard GDM simulations

10,12,20,21

, however, in distinction, here carrier

visitations were allowed only to sites occupied by polymer chains. Thus, each on-chain site
in the simulations represented a localized electronic state and was assigned an energy
drawn randomly from the system density of states (DOS) which was taken to be in the form
of a Gaussian,

g ( E )  N0

 E2

1
2
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2

e 2

2

(7.1)

where in Eq. (7.1)  represents the DOS standard deviation and N 0 the number of states
per unit volume in the system.
Simulation dynamics were governed by stochastic charge carrier hopping events between
lattice sites, where the occupancy of a single site by two carriers was prohibited due to the
large Coulomb energy associated with closely placed carriers. To enable a comparison
between the system’s transport properties under the premise of bare charge transport and
polaron transport, both Miller-Abrahams’

22

and Marcus theory’s

23

hopping rate

expressions were used, Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) respectively.


 E j  Ei   E j  Ei
Wij   o exp  2 rij 

2 K BT


Wij 

J 20






(7.2)

2

E j  Ei   E j  Ei 



Ea





 exp 
 K BT
2 K BT
16 K BTEa
 4 Ea K BT 







(7.3)

In Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) which express the hopping rates between sites i and j , Ei and E j
represent the site energies, rij the effective distance between the sites and K B Boltzmann's
constant.  0 in Eq. (7.2) represents the hopping attempt rate coefficient and Ea in Eq. (7.3)
represents the polaron activation energy. The transfer integral J between sites i and j ,





appearing in Eq. (7.3), was taken to be J  J 0 exp 2 rij where  , also appearing in Eq.
(7.2), is the carrier inverse localization length and J 0 is a constant pre-factor.
The time and destination of a hopping event in the simulations was determined by the
drawing of a random dwell time via Eq. (7.4) for each of the 125 closest lattice sites to a
selected carrier's position and picking the site associated with the shortest drawn dwell
time,

 ij  

1
ln  x 
Wij
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(7.4)

where x in Eq. (7.4) is randomly generated number between 0 and 1 . Further information
regarding the implementation of standard GDM transport simulations can be found in 20,21.

7.4 Results
To study the effects of the different specified morphological attributes, their interplay with
energetic disorder and charge transfer mechanism on the system’s transport properties, LCs
characterized by a range of parameter values were constructed using the described
methodology. The various LCs main parameter values are detailed in Table 7.1 below and
discussed in the following text.
The Results section is organized, hence, as follows: in Section 7.4.1 the effects of
neighboring statistics and rapid on-chain carrier propagation on the system’s transport
properties are investigated. Section 7.4.2 explores the effects of chains’ length, their
average projection on the field axis, the ratio between these two, and the combined effect
of these with the presence of on-chain rapid carrier propagation. Section 7.4.3 explores the
influence of the degree of energetic disorder on the transport properties of a prototypical
LCs. Section 7.4.4 finally explores the influence of the charge transport mechanism and the
polymer chains’ conjugation-segments lengths on the transport properties of a prototypical
LCs.

Section 7.4.1: Neighboring Statistics
7.4.1.1 Simulation Attributes
One of the more important morphological attributes of a polymer film is its neighboring
statistics, namely the average number of neighbor states each state in the system has per
given distance. As mentioned in the previous section, these statistics are largely controlled
by the chain density in the film (i.e. the system’s fill factor) and the films degree of
homogeneity. Fig. 7.3 presents results obtained from MC transport simulations
implemented on three LCs, the first holding a filling factor of   0.22 (LC i), the second of

  0.42 (LC ii) and the third of   0.42 (LC iii) as well but to which the distance
reduction rule was applied, making it effectively denser. All simulations were implemented
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within a space of size N  N  N  140nm 140nm 140nm , chains taken to be 90nm
long.

The chains’ orientation within the constructed LCs was random with average

projections on the system axes of Px , y , z  30nm (See table 7.1).
To ensure that the utilized LCs were sufficiently spatially homogenous at scales beyond
several nano-meters, the following procedure was exercised. LCs were initially divided into
boxes of size z 3 . The standard deviations of the average number of chain sites and average
number of nearest neighboring sites per site in a box were then measured as function of box
size. Typically obtained spatial homogeneity profiles are presented in the inset of Fig. 7.3b,
where the ratios between the measured standard deviations and the corresponding average
LC values are observed to fall beneath 10% for box sizes larger than z  4nm . Namely on a
scale larger than 4nm the represented samples were practically uniform.
The mobility field dependence obtained from transport simulations implemented on LCs i, ii
and iii is presented in Figure 7.3a, where the respective neighboring statistics of the utilized
LCs are presented in Figure 7.3b. Results are shown both for simulations in which no rapid
on-chain propagation was incorporated (dotted-dashed lines and empty symbols) and for
those in which it was (solid lines and filled symbols). Thus, for the latter, the transfer
integrals affiliated with intra-chain sequential sites were set to equal ten times those
affiliated with inter-chain nearest neighbors t 2int ra chain 100t 2int er chain , namely the energy
independent component of the hopping rate Eq. (7.2) was set to be 100 times larger for
intra-chain hops than for inter-chain ones. For reference, results obtained from
corresponding simulations implemented on a standard cubic lattice (Xs) are presented as
well. All results were obtained from simulations implemented with a Gaussian DOS Eq. (7.1)
with a standard deviation   3K BT0 , where T0  300 K and with a temperature

T  300 K and carrier to chain site ratio n  6 105 which for a DOS of 1021 cm3
corresponds to

n  6 1016 cm3 .
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Table 7.1: List of all the three dimensional Lattice Configurations for which transport
results are presented.
Lattice
Base lattice Chains’
configuration side length length
Cubic
i

N  100nm

N  140nm

Average chain Average
projection on number of
field axis
NN
6
L  90nm PY  31.2nm
2.4

Presented
in Figures

ii

N  140nm

L  90nm

PY  31nm

2.88

3,4

iii

N  140nm

L  90nm

PY  31nm

4

3,4,5,6,7

iv

N  140nm

L  90nm

PY  14.3nm

3.9

5

v

N  180nm

L  140nm

PY  19.6nm

3.95

5

vi

N  180nm

L  140nm

PY  49nm

3.95

5

vii

N  100nm

L  40nm

PY  14nm

3.95

5

viii

N  100nm

L  10nm

PY  3.45nm

3.86

5,7

ix

N  140nm

L  90nm

PY  43.8nm

4.12

5

x

N  100nm

L  22nm

PY  8nm

4

7

3,4,5,6,7
3

7.4.1.2 Simulation Results
We start by examining the results obtained from simulation in which ordinary on-chain
propagation was implemented. Namely, the role of the polymer is only in dictating the
spatial distribution of the sites. These are shown as dashed lines and empty symbols in
Figure 7.3a. As we move from LC iii to ii and to i the system becomes dilute and the
neighboring statistics decreases (see Figure 7.3b). As a result, the mobility values can be
seen to significantly decrease. The described effect can be understood by acknowledging
that in order to propagate through the system, carriers ultimately need to hop between
chains. This, however, becomes increasingly difficult as the system’s neighboring statistics is
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reduced and chain intersections become less frequent. Importantly, we also note that as the
system becomes effectively more dilute the mobility field dependence slopes decrease, an
effect which can be attributed to the applied field’s increasing hindrance of carrier visitation
to chain intersections.
Comparing the data obtained from simulations in which rapid on-chain charge propagation
was incorporated (solid lines and filled symbols) with those in which it was not (dashed lines
and empty symbols), we observe a significant rise in mobility values and a decrease in the
mobility field dependence curve slopes. The rise of the mobility values can be attributed to
rapid carrier propagation over increased distances along the chains and more frequent
chain intersection visitations. In contrast, the field’s negative effect on the carrier mobility is
augmented within systems having rapid on-chain carrier propagation incorporated into
them due to the increased hindrance for inter-chain hopping within this constellation.
To farther illustrate the importance of the system's neighboring statistics, we examine
thermoelectric related properties of the system such as the charge carriers’ effective
temperature Teff due to carrier heating and the system's transport energy Et behavior as
function of the applied field, both measured using the methodologies presented in refs. 24,25
and refs. 12,13 respectively (see also chapters 5 and 6). We present results obtained from the
same set of simulations which results are presented in Figure 7.3 but in Figure 7.4 omit the
results for the lowest lattice density (LC i), i.e. we present results only for the high and
medium chain densities (LCs ii and iii) as well as for the standard uniform cubic lattice.
Effective temperature field dependence results are thus presented in Figure 7.4a whereas
transport energy field dependence results are presented in Figure 7.4b.
Comparing the results obtained from the standard GDM simulations (X symbols) to those
obtained from simulations implemented on LCs ii and iii, we note a suppression of carrier
heating due to the reduction of the system’s neighboring statistics and to greater extent
when rapid on-chain charge transport is incorporated in the simulations (Figure 7.4a). To
understand the observed trend we need first to realize that carrier heating takes place when
the applied electric field makes higher energy states more accessible for hopping. In the
chains-morphology a carrier can “choose” the energy it hops to only when the hop is
between chains.

24,26

Hopping within the chain forces the carrier to “relax” to the chain’s
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sites energy, thus, suppressing the heating effect. Similarly, as the system density is reduced
or rapid on-chain carrier propagation is incorporated into it, carrier paths are determined to
a greater extent by the system’s chain morphology. Thus, they are restrained from
optimizing their hopping in energy space and statistically would visit primarily energies
where the site density is highest namely, sites which energy is located in the center of
system’s DOS. In turn, this shifts up the average visited energy within the transport process
and the corresponding transport energy (Figure 7.4b).
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Figure 7.3: a) Mobility field dependence curves obtained from simulations implemented on LCs
characterized by the neighboring statistics shown in (b): In (crossed-boxes) data obtained from
LC i which fill factor is   0.22 , in (diagonalised boxes) data obtained from simulations
implemented on LC ii which fill factor is   0.42 and in (diamonds) data obtained from
simulations implemented on LC iii which fill factor is   0.42 and for which the distance
reduction rule was applied. In dashed lines data obtained from simulations in which
t 2int ra chain  t 2int er chain and in solid lines data obtained from simulations in which
t 2int ra chain  100t 2int er chain , i.e. the energy independent component of the hopping rate Eq. (7.2)
was 100 times larger for intra-chain hops than for inter-chain ones. In (Xs), data obtained from
simulations implemented on a standard cubic lattice with lattice constant of a  1nm . All
results were obtained from simulations implemented with a Gaussian DOS with a standard

deviation   3K BT0 where T0  300 K

and with temperature

5

T  300 K and

n  6 10 carriers per carrier site in the system. b) The neighboring statistics of the LCs
utilized in the trasnport simulations which results are presented in (a). Inset: typical profiles
(taken from LC iii) of the standard deviations of the average number of chain sites (circles) and
average number of nearest neighboring sites per site (sqaures), both divided by the
corresponding average values, as function of sub-LC box edge length.
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Figure 7.4: a) Carriers’ effective temperature and b) transport energy values as function of
applied field obtained from simulations implemented on LCs ii (diagonalised squares) and iii
(diamonds). In dashed lines data obtained from simulations in which t 2int ra chain  t 2int er chain
and in solid lines data obtained from simulations in which t 2int ra chain  100t 2int er chain , i.e. the
latter the energy independent component of the hopping rate Eq. (7.2) is 100 times larger
for intra-chain hops than for inter-chain hops. In (Xs) the carriers’ effective temperature
obtained from transport simulations implemented on a cubic lattice. All results were
obtained from simulations implemented with a Gaussian DOS with a standard deviation
5
  3K BT0 where T0  300 K and with temperature T  300 K and n  6 10

carriers per carrier site in the system.

Upon obtaining the system’s transport energy and carrier occupation distributions (used for
computing Teff ), the system’s Peltier coefficient  and Seebeck coefficient S can be
calculated via   1  Et   Eff 
q

27,28

and S 


T

29

, respectively. Here,  Eff is the carrier

effective quasi-chemical potential 13. Using these relations we have found that at low fields
the Peltier coefficient and Seebeck coefficient values corresponding to the polymer film like
morphologies are higher by 10-20% than those corresponding to standard cubic lattice
simulations. This, due to the higher transport energy values corresponding to the polymer
film-like LCs and given that the effective quasi-chemical potential Eff  0.365eV is
independent of the system morphology at low fields (at which no carrier heating occurs). In
contrast, as carrier heating came into effect at high fields, leading to the substantial
reduction of  Eff 13, the field dependent Peltier coefficient obtained from the polymer filmlike systems was found to be consequently substantially smaller than that corresponding to
the cubic lattice system.
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Having established that the neighboring statistics is a crucial system attribute, we move on
to study the effects of other morphology related parameters while keeping this statistics
fixed. To make the effect of the other parameters more apparent we chose the neighbors’
statistics that is closest to the standard GDM model, namely the distance reduction rule is
applied.

Section 7.4.2: Chains’ Length, Projections on the System Axes and Rigidity
In this section we investigate the effects of the LC chains’ length, their average projections
on the field axis, and the ratio between the two, the latter being a measure for the chain
rigidity within the system. As before, the incorporation of rapid on-chain carrier propagation
is tested as well. LCs possessing varying values of the aforementioned attributes were
constructed with a filling factor   0.42 , spatial homogeneity profiles similar to those
presented in the inset of Figure 7.3b and neighboring statistics similar to that of LC iii
(Diamonds in Figure 7.3b). All used LCs were isotropic and possessed projection
distributions  PX , PY , PZ  Gaussian in form with the exception of LC ix, as exemplified in
Figure 7.5d.
Figure 7.5a presents a comparison of mobility field dependence curves obtained from
simulations implemented on two sets of LCs incorporating the same chains’ length L but
different average chain projections PY . Data presented in squares and diamonds
correspond to LC iii and iv, respectively. Both incorporate chains of length L  90nm , LC iii
however maintains an average chain projection of PY  31nm and LC iv of PY  14.3nm .
Concomitantly, data presented in diagonalised squares and in crossed squares correspond
to LCs v and vi, respectively. Both LCs incorporate chains of length L  140nm , LC v however
maintains an average chain projection of PY  19.6nm and LC vi of PY  49nm . Figure 7.5b
similarly presents a comparison between mobility field dependence curves obtained from
simulations implemented on LCs incorporating similar average chain projections PY , but
different chain lengths. Data presented in squares and circles correspond to LC iv and vii,
respectively. Here, both LCs incorporate an average chain projection of PY  14 . The chain
length in LC iv, however, are L  90nm and in LC vii L  40nm . Results obtained from
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simulations implemented on a cubic lattice are presented in the figures as well (X symbols)
for reference.
Observing the mobility field dependence curves obtained from simulations in which no rapid
on-chain carrier propagation was incorporated (dashed lines in Figure 7.5 a, b and c), i.e.

t 2int ra chain  t 2int er chain , insensitivity to the chains’ lengths or their average projection values
can be seen. As observed in Figure 7.4a, mobility values obtained from the simulations
implemented on the utilized LCs (dashed lines) are found to be lower by a factor of
than those obtained from simulations implemented on a cubic lattice (X

2

symbols).

Concomitantly, the mobility field dependence curves corresponding to the polymer film like
morphologies are found to be more negatively inclined. As in Figure 7.3a, we attribute these
differences mainly to these systems’ differing neighboring statics (Figure7.3b). Observing
the mobility field dependence curves obtained from simulations in which rapid on-chain
carrier propagation was incorporated (solid lines in Figures 7.5 a, b and c), i.e.

t 2int rachain 100t 2int er chain , increase of mobility values by a factor of 3-6 and slight
negative slope shifts are found with respect to the corresponding curves obtained from
simulations in which no rapid on-chain carrier propagation was incorporated (dashed lines).
Concomitantly, they are found to be greater in value by a factor of 1.5-3 than the
corresponding values obtained from simulations implemented on a cubic lattice.
Interestingly, the mobility field dependence curves obtained from the simulations in which
rapid on-chain carrier propagation was incorporated display only a weak dependence on the
utilized LCs’ average chain projections
increasing PY

P
i

, i  X ,Y , Z  and chains’ length L . For example,

by a factor of ~ 2 while keeping the system’s chain length constant leads

only to an increase by ~ 20% of the system’s mobility (Figure 7.5a) whereas increasing the
chains’ length by almost a factor of 3 and keeping Pi constant leads to the lowering of the
system mobility by ~ 20% (Figure 7.5b). The form of the chain projection distributions PY
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Figure 7.5: a) Comparison between mobility field dependence curves obtained from LCs with
equal chain lengths but different average chain projections. b) Comparison between mobility
field dependence curves obtained from LCs with similar average projections but different
chain lengths. c) Mobility field dependence curves obtained from LCs iii, iv, viii and ix. In all
graphs, dashed lines represent data obtained from simulations in which
t 2int ra chain  t 2int er chain and solid lines data obtained from simulations in which
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the system. d) Chain projection distributions on the field axis PY obtained from LCs iii, iv and
1

ix. Inset: low field mobilities F  10 Vcm and high field mobilities F  2 10 Vcm
obtained from simulations in which rapid on-chain carrier propagation was incorporated as
function of the systems’ L / PY ratio. Dotted lines represent the corresponding values
obtained from simulations implemented on a cubic lattice. Symbols: data corresponding to
LC iii (diamonds), LC iv (squares), LC v (diagonalised squares), LC vi (crossed squares), LC vii
(circles), LC viii (unfilled triangles), LC ix (Filled triangles) and cubic lattice (Xs).
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1

(shown in Figure 7.5d for LCs iii, iv and ix), influences the system mobility weakly as well as
can be observed by comparing the mobility field dependence curve obtained from
simulations implemented on LC ix (filled triangles) with those implemented on LCs iii
(diamonds) and iv (squares) in Figure 7.5c. While the chain projection distribution PY
corresponding to LC ix possesses a second peak in the higher projection region in distinction
from that corresponding to LC iv, and has a PY value roughly three times greater than that
of LC iv, mobility values corresponding to it are only

~ 40% higher than those

corresponding to LC iv.
We attribute the differences between the mobility field dependence curves to two main
factors. The first relates directly to the system’s average chain projections. Namely, as these
are increased, carriers can rapidly propagate larger net distances through the system via
chain backbones 2,3. The second is related to the ratio between the chains’ length and their
average projections L / Pi , which can be viewed as a measure for the chain rigidity in the
system. Its effects can be clearly observed in Figure 7.5b in which mobility values obtained
from simulations implemented on LC vii (circles) can be seen to be higher than those
obtained from simulations implemented in LC iv (squares) despite the latter’s chains being
more than twice as long. Concomitantly, observing Figure 7.5c, one finds similarity between
mobility values obtained from simulations implemented on LC viii (unfilled triangles) with
those obtained from LC iii (squares) despite the latter’s chains’ being nine times longer, but
bearing similar L / PY

ratios. The negative correlation between the chains’ L / PY

ratio

and the system’s mobility is further illustrated in the inset of Figure 7.5d. We attribute this
negative correlation to the increasing number of chain bends within the system (which can
act as traps) as the system’s L / PY ratio rises 2,3. A larger L / PY value alludes additionally
to more chain self-entanglement within the system which consequence is the diminishing of
the amount of inter-chain interface in the system. Namely, increasing the latter improves
carrier mobility in the system since this enables improved inter-chain propagation.
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Section 7.4.3: Effects of Energetic Disorder within a Polymer Film-like System
To attain insight regarding the combined effect of the system’s polymer film-like
morphology, the presence of rapid on-chain carrier propagation and energetic disorder,
simulations were implemented on LC iii

 L  90nm,

PY  31nm  for different degrees of

energetic disorder and intra-chain transfer integral values. Mobility field dependence curves
and temperature dependence curves obtained from these simulations, implemented with
DOS standard deviations   1K BT0 and   3K BT0 , and with intra-chain transfer integral
values t 2int ra chain  t 2int er chain (short dashed lines), t 2int ra chain  100t 2int er chain

(long dashed

lines) and t 2int rachain  1000t 2int er chain (solid lines) are presented in Figure 7.6a and Figure
7.6b, respectively. Mobility field dependence curves were obtained from simulations
implemented at T  300K and temperature dependence curves were obtained from
simulations implemented under a low field of F  104Vcm1 . The effects of rapid on-chain
carrier propagation can be observed to increase as the system’s intra- chain transfer integral
values are increased in correspondence with previous figures, namely a continues rise in
mobility values and a concomitant decrease of the curve slopes. Importantly, the effect
of rapid on-chain carrier propagation on mobility values can be clearly observed to increase
as the energetic disorder in the system is reduced. This seems to correlate also with the
more subtle effect observed in Figure 7.6b, in which the mobility temperature dependence
curve slopes seem to demonstrate a slight negative shift with the increase of intra-chain
transfer integral values. Further illustration of the above effects is provided in Figure 7.6c in
which mobility values obtained from both low field

 F  10 Vcm 
4

1

and high field

 F  2 10 Vcm  simulations are presented as function of the systems’ ratio of intra-chain
6

1

transfer integrals to inter-chain ones.
We attribute the above effects to the perceived ability of carriers to traverse through the
system via less resistant paths as the ratio

 tint ra chain / tint er chain 
  
exp  

 K BT 

2

is increased. Namely, as this

ratio increases carriers are more capable of overcoming on-chain energetic barriers rather
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than resort to frequent inter-chain hopping. Additionally, given that reducing this ratio is
bound to allow carriers to visit more sites per chain visit, inter-chain hops themselves are
likely to occur at more favorable chain intersections, i.e. for which higher rate inter-chain
hops are available.

Section 7.4.4: Polaron Transport within a Polymer Film-like Morphology and
the Effects of Conjugation Segment Lengths
To examine the effects of incorporating polaron transport within a polymer film-like
morphology, transport simulations in which hopping transfer rates were determined using
Eq. (7.3) were implemented. Results obtained from simulations implemented on LC iii with
polaron activation energies Ea  0.05eV and Ea  0.25eV are, thus, presented in Figure
7.7a. All simulation were implemented with the system energetic disorder set to zero (i.e.

  0 ) with intra-chain transfer integral values set to either t 2int rachain  t 2int er chain (dashed
lines) or

t 2int rachain  100t 2int er chain (solid lines). The system temperature was set to

T  300K and carrier density to n  6 105 carriers per carrier site in the system.
Figure 7.7a presents similar trends to those observed in the previous figures, namely
obtained mobility values are found to increase whereas curve slopes are found to decrease
as rapid on-chain carrier propagation is incorporated in the simulations. Nevertheless, here
the curve slopes’ inclination to decrease seems to be more pronounced despite the
simulation activation energies being larger than those corresponding to the simulations
which results are presented in Figure 7.6a (e.g. the mobility activation energy corresponding
to   3K BT0 is by all measures equal to or smaller than 0.2eV 30).
We attribute this trend to the inherent weaker mobility field dependence characteristic to
the polaron model (which can be observed by comparing the results obtained from the
standard simulations implemented on a cubic lattice), less susceptible to the carrier heating
effect

31

. Moreover, within the polaron model, the applied field facilitates charge transfer

only in the direction of the field, whereas the carrier heating effect within bare chare
transport facilitates hopping in all directions. Thus, given that within the polymer film-like
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system hopping down field is often unavailable, the field’s influence on system’s mobility
within the polaron model is further curbed.
Notably, the results obtained from the simulations in which rapid on-chain carrier
propagation was incorporated do not concur with the often experimentally observed PoolFrenkel mobility field dependence. The same results, thus, differ also from those obtained
from the chain model put forward in ref. 3 where Poole-Frenkel mobility field dependences
were obtained for a similar set of parameters. We attribute this difference between the two
model outputs to the assumption made in ref.

3

that inter-chain hops can occur from any

chain site in the system and always occur down-field (in difference with the present model
within which inter-chain hops can occur in all system directions and within which down-field
inter-chain hops are often unavailable). We, thus, conjecture that it is this assumption that
lead to the resemblances between the mobility field dependence curves obtained in ref.

3

with those obtained from standard cubic lattice simulations which in turn indeed resemble
those obtained in experiments.
A final system attribute which effect was qualitatively investigated within the premise of
this study was that of the system polymers’ conjugation segments’ lengths. To investigate
this system feature, chain sites within the manufactured LCs were set to each represent an
elongated conjugate segment of constant length LC . Simulation implementation entailed,
thus, that the hopping distance associated with hopping events between consecutive chain
sites was LC . Concomitantly, the field related energetic drop associated with such events
was EField  F  rˆ  LC , r̂ being the unit vector set towards the hopping direction. Figure
7.7b presents mobility field dependence curves obtained from simulations implemented on
LCs iii, x and viii for which the effective conjugation segments’ lengths were set to LC  1nm
(Squares), LC  4nm (Circles) and LC  9nm (Diamonds), respectively. All three LCs were
created such that their chains’ lengths (i.e. the number of chain sites times LC ) and their
average projections on the system axes (the number of sites associated with the average LC
chain projection times LC ) were kept roughly the same. As in previous sections, transport
simulations

were

implemented

with

a

  3K BT0

T0  300K  , where intra-chain transfer integral values were set either to
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Figure 6.7: a) Mobility field dependence curves obtained from polaron transport simulations
implemented on LC iii with   0 . Results obtained from simulations implemented on a cubic
lattice are presented for reference. b) Mobility field dependence curves obtained from simulations
implemented on LCs iii  L  90nm  , x  L  22nm  and viii  L  10nm  with effective conjugation
lengths LC  1nm , LC  4nm and LC  9nm , respectively, with   3K BT0 , T0  300 K  . All
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2
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2
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 t 2int er chain are represented by (dashed

 100t 2int er chain by (solid lines). Additionally, all results were

obtained from simulations run at temperature T  300K and n  6 105 carriers per carrier site in
the system.

Observing Figure 7.7, increasing the system’s conjugated segments’ length is found to lead
to a substantial rise of the system mobility, with an enhancement of more than a factor of
20 at low fields for simulations implemented with a conjugation segment length LC  9nm .
Concomitantly, increasing LC is found to alter the mobility field dependence curves to
become substantially more negatively inclined up to moderate fields. Here, we ascribe these
effects to the elongation of the intra-chain hopping distances and the concomitant rise of
energetic drops with the increase of LC , the latter particularly responsible for the
enhancement of mobility values at low to moderate fields. Given that inter-chain hops are in
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contrast not dependent on LC , the field’s effect can be observed to be curbed thus, leading
to the negative mobility field dependence (observed in the curves corresponding to
simulations implemented with on-chain preferential transport)up to moderate fields until
the field's facilitation of inter-chain hopping becomes sufficient to enable a positive mobility
field dependence. Here, in similarity with some of the results showed within this study, the
mobility field dependence curves obtained from simulations incorporating higher LC values
and rapid on-chain carrier propagation, do not concur with the often observed Pool-Frenkel
behavior.

7.5 Discussion and Conclusions
The influence of morphology on the transport properties of polymer films has become a
subject of increased interest due to the emergence of disordered systems found to yield
mobility values close to those found in crystalline films. Motivated by this emergence, the
main objective of the presented study was to provide a general analysis of the effects of
chain morphology on these systems' transport properties. The analysis was done through
dissecting chain morphology into several of its main defining attributes and investigating the
effects of each on the transport process within the system. The influence of energetic
disorder and the utilized charge transport mechanism on the transport properties of a
system possessing a prototypical amorphous polymer film-like morphology were
investigated as well. The study’s main findings are, thus, summarized below:
1) One of the primary system attributes found to substantially influence the system’s transport
properties was its neighboring statistics. As the average number of NNs per site in the
system was reduced, mobility values were found to decrease along with the mobility field
dependence curve slopes. Notably, in very dilute systems (characterized by a low
neighboring statics) mobility field dependence curves were found to exhibit distinct
negative slopes (Figure 7.3). Both described effects are attributed to the decreasing
capability of carriers to hop between different chains, the applied field confining them next
to on-chain energetic barriers and within chain bends and chain ends, thereby reducing
their chain intersection visitation.
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2) The system’s neighboring statistics was found to additionally affect the system’s
thermoelectric properties. Namely, reducing the number of NN in the system was found to
curb carrier heating and to concomitantly raise the carrier transport level (Figures 7.4a and
b). Here, whereas the former effect is attributed to the decreased influence of the applied
field in determining carrier trajectories in the system, the latter effect in contrast is
attributed to the lesser role played by the system energetic disorder in determining them
(see section 7.4.1).
3) The average chain projection on the system axes PX ,Y , Z , chain length and the ratio
between these two system attributes L / PY were found to have only a weak to moderate
influence on the system’s mobility. The latter, which is determined by the frequentness of
bends and twists in the chains, can be viewed as a measure of the chains rigidity in the
system. In addition to determining the extent of unperturbed propagation (by chain bends)
carriers can exercise in the system, it also reflects the amount of inter-chain interface in the
system. Namely, the smaller L / PY is, the greater the extent of the inter-chain interface
in the system, allowing more frequent inter-chain carrier hopping and consequently higher
carrier mobilities.
4) Incorporating rapid on-chain carrier propagation in the simulated systems was found to lead
to substantial augmentation of their carrier mobility. Importantly, however, the effect was
found to depend on the extent of energetic disorder in the system (and to a lesser degree
on the system’s temperature). Namely, the smaller the ratio

 tint ra chain / tint er chain 
  
exp  

 K BT 

2

, the more

is the carrier on-chain propagation likely to be hampered by on-chain energetic barriers
superseding the strong coupling between same-chain adjacent sites. Thus, for example for
realistic

tint rachain / tint er chain 

2

ratios of 10  1000 , mobility values of a system with low

energetic disorder of   K BT0 were found to be enhanced

by up to two orders of

magnitude (Figure 7.6).
5) Implementing polaron transport simulations within a prototypical polymer film-like
morphology lead to mobility field dependence curves more negatively inclined (Figure 7.7a)
than those obtained for bare carriers propagating in an energetically disordered medium
(Figure 7.6a), despite the latter consisting of smaller transport activation energies. Here, we
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have attributed the effect to, first, the more inherently mild mobility field dependence
found in polaron dominated transport (due to the absence of carrier heating). Second, the
fact that an applied field affects only down-field hopping events within the polaron model
and the common absence of down-field hopping opportunities within the polymer film-like
systems.
6) Accounting for the presence of elongated conjugation segments in simulations was found to
influence the system’s mobility as well. Namely, increasing the conjugation segments’
length led the increase of mobility values and a decrease of the mobility field dependence
curve slopes (particularly at low to moderate fields). Here, both effects are ascribed to the
increase of intra-chain hopping distances and the increase of the concomitant energetic
drops with the elongation of LC .
Summing up the described effects, rough estimation shows that a combined favored
presence of the described attributes can lead to substantial enhancement of the system
mobility. Namely, mobility values of ‘standard’ systems can be enhanced by more than 5
and a half orders of magnitude, if they are introduced with rapid on-chain transport, their
energetic disorder reduced from   3K BT to   K BT , chain rigidity increased and their
chain conjugation segments length increased from LC  1nm to LC  10nm .
Given the unconventional mobility field dependences arising from several of the studied
systems’ attributes, we envision that experimentally exploring the mobility field
dependences of recently realized high mobility systems 4 can be particularly informing. Here
it should be noted nevertheless that while disordered organic semiconductors are known to
usually exhibit Pool-Frenkel mobility field dependences, examples of different field
dependence forms occurring in disordered polymer systems are found in the literature
10,32,33

. Indeed, such results were discerned through the incorporation of spatial disorder

into the GDM framework

10,34

which as with the framework presented here,

can

qualitatively lead on the one hand to the creation of ‘fast local routes’ within the system
while on the other, the diminishing of the system neighboring statistics.
To conclude, the presented study has focused on investigating the transport properties of
artificially constructed disordered polymer films. Through the presented methodologies the
study’s main objectives were to delineate and understand the range of effects arising from a
line of polymer morphology related system attributes, and thus, to provide new
138

understanding regarding the functionality of disordered polymer films and promote
strategies for the design of new advanced systems of improved electronic qualities.
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Chapter 8 – Summary, Conclusions &
Outlook
8.1 Summary & Conclusions
Organic electronics has seen significant progress since the early 1990s with organic solar cell
efficiencies rising by more than 10% since, and the highly successful commercialization of
organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) in the last decade. The field’s potential for ground
breaking technology has, nevertheless, yet to have been materialized with new knowledge
and understanding regarding the different processes and phenomena occurring within
organic devices still required for substantial progress to be attained.
The presented dissertation has focused on understanding and quantifying one of the main
processes governing the functionality of organic electronic devices, the process of charge
transport. Given the complexity of organic electronic devices, their functionality arising from
a multitude of physical and chemical phenomena spanning over several length and time
scales, experimental analysis and device design in the field have to date been predominantly
done with a set of simplified models. Most prominent of these has been developed by
Bassler and co-workers 4,29 and later extended by several other research groups 32–35,51. It is
referred to in this dissertation as the Gaussian Disorder model (GDM) framework.
The GDM framework has been widely applied and utilized, but its possession of a
considerable number of free parameters has limited the extent of understanding it has been
able to provide regarding the physical process and phenomena occurring in organic devices
and hindered its robustness and accurateness as a design and analysis tool. The objective of
this dissertation, to this end, was to promote resolutions for this deficiency. The strategies
employed for this objective included advancing the GDM framework’s self consistent
implementation, devising new efficient tools for model-experiment comparisons (e.g.
analytic tools), establishing new dimensions for such comparisons and investigating the
influence of incorporating into the framework previously unaccounted for system features
(e.g. the incorporation of rapid on-polymer-chain charge propagation). Four main topics
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have thus been ultimately been focused on: 1) The applicability of the Generalized Einstein
Relation (GER) under the premise of the GDM framework, 2) the topology of charge hopping
transport within the GDM framework as manifested in energy space and the concept of
‘transport energy’, 3) thermoelectricity under the premise of the GDM framework and 4)
the extension of the GDM framework to explicitly account for polymer chain morphology
and its interplay with energetic disorder in amorphous polymer-films.
The dissertation’s first study (Chapter 3) focused on investigating the dependence of the
ratio between the carrier diffusion coefficient and mobility, known as the Einstein relation,
on the carrier density in the system. The study’s main initial aim was to discern whether the
above ratio followed the GER or rather the ‘classical Einstein relation’, widely accepted to be
applicable for non-degenerate inorganic systems. To this end the study demonstrates that
device analysis under the premise of the GDM requires the employment of the GER.
Importantly however, the study finds that caution need be taken in the GER’s employment.
Namely, in degenerate systems (as organic devices often are), the ‘Random Walk’ diffusion
coefficient and mobility (usually referred to by theoreticians) do not correspond to the GER
(see Fig. 3.3) despite that those used by experimentalists (when employing the Drift
Diffusion equation) do (Fig. 3.2).
The focus of the following study (Chapter 4) was on discerning charge transport under the
premise of the GDM through analyzing the process’s manifestation in energy space. The
study found that the topology of the transport process in energy space (at low fields) is
dissectible to three main statistical components. The first, hopping events from low energy
sites which consist of a common target energy Ect to which carriers preferentially hop. The
second, hopping events between sites which energy is located above Ect and which occur
preferably between sites with equal energies. The third, fast oscillations occurring between
adjacent sites, in which an increasing number of sites participate as the system’s disorder
parameter is increased. The latter, constitute a significant quantity of the total number of
events in the transport process but are mainly limited to hops between sites affiliated with
similar energies rendering them relatively fast on the entire process’ time scale.
The same study also yielded an analytic framework for approximating the carrier target
energy distributions and the corresponding hopping distance distributions in the system
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given that oscillatory hopping events are factored out. Satisfying agreement for events
originating at low to intermediate energies with the corresponding (static) MCS distributions
was obtained. The framework is, thus, envisioned to bear potential to serve as an ancillary
tool for approximating system properties such as the mobility and Peltier coefficient.
A final and important outcome of the study presented in Chapter 4, and for which credit
need be given also to ref.

68

is the disambiguation of the widely utilized concept of

‘transport energy’. Namely, given the substantial differences found between the energies to
which carriers are found to preferentially hop in simulations and the energies calculated
through the transport energy concept formulation

63

(introduced in section 2.2.2), it was

discerned that the term is used for two quantitatively different physical entities. The first
corresponds to the energy level through which current flows in the system and is related to
the system’s thermoelectric properties. The second in contrast, corresponds to the rate
limiting step of the transport process and thus relates to the system’s conductive properties.
Gaining comprehensive knowledge regarding carrier trajectories in energy space has led in
turn to the studies presented in Chapters 5 and 6, focusing on the thermoelectric properties
arising from the GDM framework. Thus, using MCS and employing the Onsager reciprocal
relations Eq. (5.2), the studied systems’ Seebeck coefficient was computed as function of
different system variables and model parameters (Figures 5.2 & 5.3). Importantly, the
system Seebeck coefficient was shown to carry distinct new information regarding the
system’s transport mechanism, providing new dimensions for model-experiment
comparison. Subsequently, through cross correlating with standard transport experiments,
the practical enablement of acquisition of new insight and robust information regarding the
transport mechanism of these systems is envisioned. Given that thermoelectric properties
can be measured within the same experimental setups as the transport ones, a crucial
matter for organic devices which functionality tends to be dramatically affected by changes
in device architecture, such an approach is anticipated to, thus, be particularly practical for
robust model-experiments comparisons. Examples of valuable new information such
combined transport and thermoelectric studies can provide have been shown to include
attributes such as the system’s polaron binding energy and the extent of spatial correlations
within the system’s energetic disorder.
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In similarity with Chapter 5 which focuses on the thermoelectric properties arising from the
GDM framework under quasi-equilibrium conditions (low fields), Chapter 6 shifts the focus
on computing the system’s Peltier coefficient under moderate to high field conditions. The
study presented in the chapter, thus, finds that measuring a system’s Peltier coefficient as
function of applied bias can provide new valuable information regarding charge carrier
heating in the system (Figs. 6.2 & 6.3), constituting a potential path for directly measuring
this yet to have been measured effect. Concomitantly, while conducting such
measurements may be challenging with present experimental setups, it was found that
Peltier field dependence experiments may yield important information regarding the nature
of charge carriers (whether they are polarons or bare charges) as well as the presence of
spatial correlations within the system’s energetic disorder.
Chapter 7 presents the final study of the dissertation which was prompted by recent
discoveries of disordered polymer films exhibiting mobilities of magnitudes that have been
to date only observed in crystalline films. The study’s main objective was to investigate the
influence of polymer morphology on these systems’ transport and thermoelectric
properties. Special emphasis was put on the effects of rapid on-polymer-chain charge
propagation which has been suspected in the organic electronics community to potentially
underlie the high mobilities observed in these films. For the stated objective, MCS were
implemented on amorphous polymer films which were numerically manufactured using
variants of the Slithering Snake algorithm. Different system morphological attributes could
be tuned at will through introduced extensions to the Slithering Snake algorithm (Section
7.3.1).
The implemented Monte Carlo transport simulations were rooted in the GDM framework
and allowed natural comparison of the study’s findings with those obtained from the
standard implementations of the GDM framework. The studies main findings have, thus,
included the substantial influence of the system’s neighboring statistics (Figs. 6.3-6.4) (i.e.
the average number of neighboring sites each site in the system has at a given distance), the
incorporation of elongated conjugation segments (Fig. 6.7) and the presence of rapid onchain charge propagation (Figs. 6.3-6.7) on the system’s mobility and Seebeck coefficient.
The influence of rapid on-chain carrier propagation was additionally found to be enhanced
as the system’s energetic disorder was decreased due to the decreased hindrance of on147

chain propagation by energetic barriers (Figs. 6.6). Alternatively, the polymer chains’ lengths
and rigidity were found to have only a mild effect on the system’s mobility in contrast with
expectations (Fig. 6.5).
Chapter 7 concludes in the finding that a combined favorable presence of the described
system attributes is estimated to enable a boost in mobility values of up to six orders of
magnitude beyond ‘ordinary’ films. Thus, the conjecture that high mobility values observed
in newly discovered systems arise from morphological attributes is found to be
strengthened. Importantly, it is also found that ‘high mobility’ systems possess mobility field
dependence curves distinctly different from those exhibited by ‘ordinary films’, a matter
which should be of interest for future experimental studies.
To conclude, beyond the general aim of providing new insight and understanding regarding
the charge transport process in disordered organic semiconductors, each of the described
studies (in correspondence with the dissertation’s main objectives) manifested
predominantly one of the dissertations stated strategies. Namely, the validation of the
applicability of the Generalized Einstein Relation within the GDM framework (Chapter 3)
corresponds to the promotion of the GDM’s self-consistent implementation. The analytic
formulation devised for the approximation of target energies distributions (Chapter 4) in
turn provides transparent and efficient accesses to new valuable information regarding the
transport process in the system. New dimensions for model-experiment comparisons are
elevated through the methodology for computing the thermoelectric properties arising from
the GDM framework (Chapters 5 & 6). Finally, the extension of the GDM framework to
incorporate the explicit influence of polymer chain morphology and rapid on-chain transport
is envisioned in turn to provide new and useful insight for the design of next generation
materials.

8.2 Outlook
In continuance to the study’s main findings, three main avenues for continued investigations
are proposed in the following. The first, relates to the implementation of combined
transport-thermoelectric measurements. Given that such studies can be implemented on a
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single device, they bear great potential to provide the ability for cross examination of
abundant multidimensional data. Thus, new insight regarding the GDM framework’s
parameter values and its general validity should be attainable.
A second avenue for future research corresponds to the recently discovered group of high
mobility polymer materials. Few experimental studies have been conducted to present on
these systems. However, experimental data is bound to mount in the near future, and
provide data for detailed comparisons with the findings of the polymer chain model put
forward in Chapter 7. In particular, mobility field dependences obtained for ‘high mobility
systems' under the premise of the investigated model were found to be distinctly different
than those obtained for ‘standard systems’. Thus, the implementation of mobility field
dependence measurements on the newly discovered ‘high mobility’ polymer systems is
envisioned to be of particular interest.
A final long term research avenue is oriented towards tapping into one of organic
electronics’ greatest merits, the extremely large variety of materials that can be
synthesized. The avenue concerns with devising multi-scale methodologies capable of
modeling a system from its components’ chemical structure to its device functionality. Such
methodologies in the short and intermediate term will demand the integration of first
principle calculations with mesoscopic calculations (such as those studied in this
dissertation), and with device level calculations (often implemented using finite element
calculations). To this end, in the short term an instructive exercise could be the
implementation of highly detailed experimental studies (such as combined transport
thermoelectric experiments) and the comparison of the GDM parameter values
corresponding to the experiments with those calculated using first principles. In the long
run, pursuing such a path is envisioned to enable the much needed capability of
understanding and predicting an organic device’s functionality through knowledge of its
chemical components and processing conditions.
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המחקר האחרון המוצג בחיבור זה התמקד בהשפעה של לקיחה בחשבון מפורשת בתוך מסגרת ה  GDMשל
מורפולוגיות שרשראות פולימרים והולכת מטען מהירה על שרשראות אלו .ממצאיו העיקריים של מחקר זה
מראים כי נוכחות משולבת של מספר מאפניינים מורפולוגיים של שרשראות הפולימרים בצמוד לנוכחות של אי-
סדר אנרגטי נמוך במערכת יכולים להוביל לשיפור ניכר של ניידות המערכת ,ובכך להוות הסבר אפשרי
להימצאותם של חומרים פולימריים לא מסודרים בעלי 'ניידות גבוהה' אשר נתגלו לאחרונה .המחקר צופה במקביל
כי ה'חומרים בעלי הניידות הגבוהה' ,יינטו להפגין תלות ניידות בשדה חשמלי חיצוני שלילית יותר מאשר זו
המופגנת לרוב ע"י 'חומרים סטנדרטיים'.

ii

תקציר
אלקטרוניקה אורגנית במתכונתה הנוכחית מהווה קרקע פורה למחקר מדעי במשך למעלה משלושה עשורים .כמו
כן ,היא טומנת בחובה פוטנציאל רב לפיתוח טכנולוגיות פורצות דרך ,בהם נכללות טכנולוגיות של תאים סולריים,
תאורה יעילה ואלקטרוניקה תואמת מערכות ביולוגיות .עם זאת ,למרות התקדמות משמעותית שנעשתה בתחום
בעשורים האחרונים והמסחור הרחב של דיודות אורגניות פולט אור ) ,(OLEDsמידול טוב יותר של מנגנוני
הפעולה המכתיבים את אופן פעולתם של התקנים אורגניים נדרש בכדי שהפוטנציאל הגלום בתחום יוכל להתממש.
על כן ,המחקר המוצג בעבודה זו התמקד בהבנה ומידול של הולכת מטען בחומרים אורגניים תחת מסגרת מודל האי
סדר הגאוסייני ( )GDMהנמצאת תחת שימוש נרחב בתחום .מסגרת ה  GDMידועה ביכולתה להניב הסכמה בין
תוצאות ניסיוניות ותאורטיות לעתים קרובות ,אך תוקפה ודיוקה עודנן מצויות תחת דיון בשל המספר הגדול של
פרמטרים חופשיים המצויים בה .לפיכך ,מטרותיו העיקריות של המחקר המוצג בעבודה זו היו להעמיק את ההבנה
הנוכחית של תהליך הולכת המטען במערכות אורגניות לא מסודרות ובמקביל לקדם את שכלולה של מסגרת ה
 .GDMהאסטרטגיות העיקריות ששימשו למטרות אלו כללו קידום יישום עקבי-עצמי ) (self consistentשל
מסגרת ה  ,GDMמציאת ממדים חדשים להשוואתה עם ניסויים ,וחקר ההשפעה של שילוב לתוכה מאפייני מערכת
מיקרוסקופיים שטרם נכללו בה באופן מפורש.
המחקר הראשון המוצג בעבודה התמקד בחקירת תקפותו של יחס איינשטיין המוכלל במסגרת ה  .GDMבאמצעות
סימולציות מונטה-קרלו ושיטות סמי-אנליטיות המחקר מצא כי בעוד יחס איינשטיין המוכלל תקף כאשר מייושם
בהקשרה של משוואת הסחיפה-דיפוזיה (עבור ניתוח מידע ניסיוני למשל) ,זהירות צריכה להינקט לגבי ההגדרות
של מקדמי הניידות והדיפוזיה עליהם הוא מוחל .כלומר ,ההגדרות של מקדמים אלו תלויות בהקשר בוא הם
נמצאים בשימוש ,ולפיכך צורתו של היחס ביניהם תלוי בהקשר גם הוא.
המחקר השני של העבודה כיוון לספק תיאור מפורט ומקיף של תהליך הולכת המטען כפי שבא לידי ביטוי במרחב
האנרגיה של מוליך למחצה אורגני לא מסודר .בנוסף לכך ,מחקר זה סיפק תובנה חדשה לגבי מושג 'אנרגיית
ההולכה' המשומש באופן נחרב במספר תחומים .כאן ,נמצא למעשה כי המושג מתאים לשני גדלים פיזיקליים
שונים .הראשון ,הוא האנרגיה שדרכה רוב זרימת המטען במערכת מתרחשת ,גודל זה מתקשר למאפיינים התרמו-
אלקטריים של המערכת .הגודל הפיזיקאלי השני אליו המושג מתאים מאידך ,הנו האנרגיה אליה נושאי המטען
קופצים בהסתברות הגבוהה ביותר באותם קפיצות אשר קובעות את קצב תהליך הולכת המטען במערכת .גודל זה
מתקשר למאפייני המוליכות של המערכת.
בהתבסס על הידע שהצטבר במחקרים המוזכרים לעיל ,המחקרים השלישי והרביעי המוצגים בעבודה התמקדו
בחישוב המאפיינים התרמו-אלקטריים הנובעים מתוך מסגרת ה  GDMבתנאיי שיווי משקל ומחוצה להם,
בהתאמה .תובנות וידע חדשים אשר פוטנציאלית יהיה ניתן לקבל לגבי תהליך הולכת המטען במערכות אורגניות
לא מסודרות באמצעות יישום מחקרים משולבים של מוליכות והאפקט התרמו-אלקטרי ,נידונים בהרחבה בשני
המחקרים.
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